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Metaphorical uses of verbs of 

animal sounds in Swedish 

Vilma Couturier Kaijser 

Abstract 

Animals often act as source domain is metaphorical shifts. In European languages, there are often several 

lexicalised verbs for specific sounds with a prototypical animal as subject. These verbs of animal sounds 

and their metaphorical meanings have been studied cross-linguistically, which have made it possible to 

create a classification of situations that tend to be expressed by animal metaphors. There are many verbs 

of animal sounds in Swedish, but their metaphorical uses are not investigated. The present study 

investigates the metaphorical use of verbs of animal sounds in Swedish blog text and news text. The 

classification is used as a starting point for analysing occurrences of 13 Swedish verbs. The study seeks 

to answer which situations can be expressed by the Swedish verbs, which different situations can one 

and the same verb express metaphorically, and how did the typological classification suit the Swedish 

data? The results showed that the verbs often have human subjects, and different verbs varies in the 

range of metaphorical uses they possess. Three types of changes were made to the classification to suit 

the Swedish data: situations were moved, situations were added, and situations were removed.  
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Metaforiska användningar av verb 

för djurläten i svenska 

Vilma Couturier Kaijser 

Sammanfattning 

Djur förekommer ofta som källdomän i metaforer. I europeiska språk finns det ofta många lexikaliserade 

verb för specifika typer av läten med ett prototypiskt djur som subjekt. Typologiska studier har gjorts 

på dessa verb för djurläten, och deras metaforiska användningar. Detta har lett till en 

klassifikationsmodell över mänskliga situationer som ofta uttrycks med metaforisk användning av verb 

för djurläten. I svenska finns det många sådana verb, men deras metaforiska användningar har inte 

undersökts. Syftet med den här studien var att undersöka den metaforiska användningen av verb för 

djurläten i svenska. 13 verb som beskriver ett specifikt läte hos ett visst djur valdes ut. Studiens data var 

definitioner av verben, hämtade från lexikon, och konkordansrader med verben, hämtade från korpusar 

av språk från bloggar och nyhetstext. Studien undersöker vilka situationer som kan uttryckas med 

metaforisk användning av dessa verb, vilka olika användningar ett och samma verb kan uttrycka, samt 

hur väl den föreslagna klassifikationsmodellen fungerar på svenska. Resultatet visar att verben främst 

har mänskliga subjekt och att verben varierar i hur många och vilka situationer de kan uttrycka 

metaforiskt. Ett par ändringar gjordes på klassifikationsmodellen, till exempel lades typen ’talverb’ till, 

och subtypen ’röstkvalitet’ frigjordes från typen ’fysiologiska ljud’. 
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1. Introduction 

Metaphors with the animal domain as a source are common in languages. Verbs of animal sounds, such 

as the English verb bark which expresses the sound emitted by dogs, constitute a well-defined lexical 

domain and lend themselves easily for metaphorical uses. For example, bark can be used with a human 

subject, to bark a command.  Verbs of animal sounds, specified to type of sound and the prototypical 

animal emitting them, are common and often numerous in European languages (Chahine 2017). In recent 

years, studies of the metaphorical uses of verbs of animal sounds have been conducted on several 

languages, such as Russian, English, and Modern Chinese (see for example Rakhilina 2010, Merle 2017, 

and Kholkina 2017). Studies show how the same types of human sounds recur in metaphoric 

expressions, for example ‘laughter’, ‘crying’, or sounds like a growling stomach or hoarse voice 

(Rakhilina and Parina 2017). Rakhilina and Parina (2017) have developed a classification of these 

recurring situations. However, the source for these metaphorical expressions, that is the verb that 

expresses specific animals and sounds, differs cross-linguistically. For example, Rakhilina and Parina 

(2017) describe how the human non-verbal situation ‘laughter’ is expressed metaphorically with 

different animal sources: the neighing of horses in Russian, the bleating of sheep in Armenian, or the 

hooting of owls in English. In Swedish, one can gnägga ‘neigh’ when you laugh, or böla ‘bellow’ when 

you cry. The verbs of animal sounds in Swedish and their patterns of metaphorical uses have so far not 

been investigated.  

The present study aims to investigate the metaphorical use of 13 verbs of animal sounds in Swedish. It 

seeks to describe which situations can be expressed by metaphorical use of the chosen verbs, which 

different situations can be expressed metaphorically by one and the same verb, and how the classification 

of situations presented in Rakhilina & Parina (2017) suit the metaphorical use of Swedish verbs of 

animal sounds. The data is collected from blog and newspapers corpora. The prototypical contexts of 

the chosen verbs are analysed using the method of combinatorial lexical typology, developed by the 

Moscow School of Lexical typology (Rakhilina & Reznikova 2016). The metaphorical uses of the verbs 

are classified with the classification presented in Rakhilina and Parina’s (2017) as a starting point. The 

results show that the classification of situations can be applied to the Swedish data, with a few 

modifications. For example, a few situations had to be added to adequately describe the use of the 

Swedish verbs. One situation presented in the original classification was moved, due to how it relates to 

the other situations. One point that the discussion explores is which distinctions can be made between 

the situations. The original classification describes a verbal/non-verbal distinction. In the data of the 

thesis, it is found that a distinction between vocal/non-vocal situations also can be useful in describing 

situations where verbs of animal sounds are used metaphorically. 

2. Background 

The background section of this thesis begins with a short presentation of the field of lexical typology, 

and the method of combinatorial lexical typology which is the basis for the investigation. Then there is 

a section giving a short description of metaphors and metonymy. After this, typological strategies for 

expressing animal sounds are briefly presented. The background section is ended with a description of 

situations and syntactic functions where verbs of animal sounds are used metaphorically. 
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2.1 Lexical typology  
Lexical typology is a sub-branch of semantic typology and is the study of words and vocabularies with 

a cross-linguistic perspective (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008: 8). Typical questions that are investigated are 

what different meanings can be expressed by the same word, what is a possible word, and what cannot 

be expressed by a single word? These questions are studied with the aim of finding cross-linguistic 

patterns. One problem this field meets is that the documentation of lexemes and expressions is not 

standardized to the same extent as that of grammatical phenomena. This leads to there being less research 

done in lexical typology than in grammatical typology. There are a few methods for yielding comparable 

lexical data for cross-linguistic comparison. The method of the combinatorial lexical typology is a 

relatively new approach, mainly developed by the Moscow Lexico-Typological group. The prototypical 

contexts and situations of a lexeme or expression (called ‘frames’) are collected from corpora and 

dictionaries (Rakhilina & Reznikova 2016). They are then checked with native speakers in the form of 

a frame-based questionnaire. This method has been used for investigating lexical domains cross-

linguistically, for example the domain of aquamotion (Lander, Maisak & Rakhilina 2012), or the domain 

of pain (Reznikova, Rakhilina & Bonch-Osmolovskaya 2012). 

2.2 Metaphor 
Metaphor can be defined as when the meaning of an expression is extended into another domain than 

the literal. In cognitive linguistics, metaphors are not only a linguistic phenomenon to be investigated 

individually, instead they are patterns of systematic conceptual associations. Grady (2010) gives an 

overview of metaphors in cognitive linguistics. The basic description of metaphor in cognitive 

linguistics is that elements of a source domain are mapped onto elements of a target domain. An abstract 

domain can be understood through metaphorical expressions extended from a concrete domain. 

Emotions are an example of an abstract domain, and describing the lack of emotions as the physical 

experience of coldness makes the domain more concrete (Grady 2010: 193). 

Metaphors can be based on perceptual features shared by the source and target elements. For example, 

describing the hair of someone as being of gold is based on the visual similarities of the colour of gold 

and the colour of the hair. Grady (2010: 193) mentions metaphors based on shared qualities which are 

not perceptual. For example, he says that a person can be referred to as an animal due to a personality 

trait culturally connected to the animal. When we refer to a person as a lion, we highlight qualities that 

are shared by that person and the lion in our cultural knowledge.  

As mentioned, abstract domains can be expressed and understood through words from a concrete 

domain, and some domains are primarily expressed through metaphors.  One such domain is the domain 

of pain. This domain has been investigated with the combinatorial lexico-typological method by 

Reznikova et al. (2012). The authors state that the larger part of the vocabulary for expressing pain 

consists of lexical units from other semantic domains, which are extended into the domain of pain 

through a process of semantic derivation (Reznikova et al. 2012: 422). An English example is my eyes 

are burning. The study examines expressions of pain in several languages, and analyses examples within 

the framework of construction grammar.  

In construction grammar, a predicate and its argument or arguments form a meaning-bearing 

construction (see for example Goldberg 1995). Each slot in the construction has a set of restrictions on 

what can fill it. The restrictions can for example be that the object should be a liquid, as for the verb 

drink. The object of this thesis, verbs of sound, provides a good example for this. The constructions of 

the verbs in their primary meaning have only one argument, the subject, which semantically is the 

emitter of the sound. Levin (1991) analyses the class of verbs of sound in English and their properties. 

For example, there are semantic restrictions which control the choice of the subject. An acceptable 

subject possesses physical characteristics that permits the emitting of the sound (Levin 1991: 211). Glass 

can clink, and geese can quack, but neither of them can bark.  

According to construction grammar, an “incorrect” choice of argument may change the meaning of a 

construction, resulting in a metaphoric shift (Reznikova et al. 2012: 452). In metonymic shifts, the 
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semantic restrictions on the arguments are not defied, instead there is a shift of focus between the 

participants. The verb drink can exemplify this. In the construction she drank a glass of water the 

container of the liquid and the liquid itself are closely connected to each other. The solid object glass 

can fill the object slot usually meant for liquid objects, as in she drank a glass. This does not create a 

complete change in meaning, instead it is a focus shift between the participants, resulting in a syntactic 

change of the verb as well (Reznikova et al. 2012: 452). 

In this study, the definition of metaphor is straightforward: when the subject is different from the 

prototypical animal, and does not possess the characteristics for emitting the sound specified by the verb, 

it is metaphorical use. This is further described in the method section. In the following section, lexical 

strategies for expressing animal sounds are presented. 

2.3 Words for animal sounds 

Animal sounds are a well-defined lexical domain. Typologically, there are different strategies for 

expressing animal sounds: the first strategy is iconic, with onomatopoetic or ideophonic expressions 

denoting sounds. There have been several studies of onomatopoetic words for animal sounds (see for 

example Rubinstein 2005). The onomatopoetic words are similar cross-linguistically and occur in many 

languages. Chahine (2017: 6) exemplifies this with the sound of frogs, coâ-coâ in French, qur qur in 

Persian, and kero-kero in Japanese.  

Another strategy for expressing animal sounds is using an ideophone as an iconic expression in a verb 

complement. The verbs are usually verbs like say or make. This strategy is common in languages spoken 

in South East Asia. An example from Japanese is given in (1) below (from Chahine 2017: 6): 

 1. kero-kero iu 

     croak-croak say  

The third strategy for expressing animal sounds is having a lexicalised verb specified for a certain animal 

and a specific sound. This is common in European languages (Chahine 2017: 7). Verbs of this kind often 

have onomatopoetic roots. Continuing with the frog sounds, examples of these specified sounds are the 

French verb coasser, the Russian verb kvakat’ and the Swedish verb kväka. Among the presented 

strategies, this is the most popular one for metaphorical uses (Chahine 2017: 7). The following section 

will present lexicalised verbs of animal sounds more thoroughly. 

2.4 Zoocentric metaphors 

Humans project their actions and the meaning they carry onto the animal world. In languages like 

English, French and Swedish, hyenas can laugh and birds can sing. This projection may also go in the 

opposite direction, animal actions can be projected onto human behaviour. Verbs of animal sounds are 

cross-linguistically used for human subjects and their actions (Rakhilina 2010: 321). Zoocentric 

linguistics, where the animals are in focus, is not a well-investigated field. In the last years, primarily 

Russian and French lexico-typologists have begun investigating patterns of use of animal sounds, and 

their metaphorical use (see for example Saffi 2008, Rakhilina 2010).  

Merle (2017) states that a metaphorical use of verbs of animal sounds for a human target suggests that 

there is something unusual and outside of the norm. To describe this strange thing, a figurative 

expression is needed (2017: 98). Merle also points out that metaphorical expressions include evaluation 

made by the speaker, in that they chose to liken the subject with the animal prototypically emitting the 

sound (2017: 99). The animal metaphors can also be pragmatic strategies, to express sarcasm or 

hyperboles. Rakhilina mentions that the whole domain of zoological metaphor can be very vulgar (2010: 

324). Especially when it comes to negative situations, like crying, the use of an animal metaphor can be 

rude. Rakhilina finds, however, that such metaphors still have a wide usage.  
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2.5 A classification of human sounds expressed 

by zoocentric metaphors 

Rakhilina (2010) reports on a pilot study of metaphorical uses of verbs of animal sounds for human 

subjects. Many of her examples come from Russian, but there are several examples from other languages 

as well. The results show how the same types of human sounds recur as targets cross-linguistically in 

metaphorical expressions, but the source of the metaphoric shifts differs between languages. The 

metaphorical expressions denote human inarticulate situations, like ‘to laugh’ or a growling stomach. 

For example, the Russian verb ržat’ to neigh’ can be used to express laughter. The recurring human 

inarticulate situations allow for making a classification of these situations. A first version of the 

classification is described in Rakhilina (2010).  

This classification is further developed in Rakhilina and Parina (2017). It is summed up in figure 1. The 

newer version of the classification results from a joint research project, between linguists at the Aix-

Marseille University and the Moscow Lexical Typology Group at the Higher School of Economics. The 

interest of the research project were words for animal sounds, not only verbs1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. An overview of the classification of human inarticulate sounds (Rakhilina 2010: 322, 328; 

Rakhilina and Parina 2017: 25). 

The classification begins with non-communicative sounds, and moves on to sounds with more 

communicative content, which express more advanced messages and communication. The situations in 

the classification are presented and exemplified below. 

2.5.1 Non-verbal situations 

1.A Uncontrollable situations 

1.A.1 Physiological sounds 

Physiological sounds are sounds accompanying bodily processes like digestion. For these sounds, it is 

common with metaphoric images of a wild animal in the stomach, like for example určat ‘to growl’ in 

Russian or to growl in English (Rakhilina & Parina 2017: 15). Other sounds in this category are belching, 

snoring, or groans of different kinds. Physiological sounds also include the quality of the voice. For 

example, a hoarse voice is expressed with the sound of geese or crows in Bulgarian. Generally, sounds 

of birds are a recurring source for describing characteristics of human voices (Rakhilina & Parina 2017: 

                                                      
1 Verba sonandi, http://web-corpora.net/verbasonandi/fr.html#about (visited 25-09-2017) 

a classification of human sounds expressed by metaphorical use of animal sounds 

 

1. non-verbal situations 

            1.A. uncontrollable 

1.A.1. physiological sounds 

1.A.2. spontaneous reactions 

            1.B controllable 

1.B.1 wordless singing 

1.B.2. singing without music 

1.B.3 muttering, conversation with oneself/no particular recipient 

2. verbal situations 

2.A. unintelligible speech 

2.B. verbal reactions 

2.C. plural subjects 

2.D. semiotically meaningful speech 
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16). As Rakhilina states (2010: 323), many of these expressions are based on onomatopoetic sounds, 

which makes the source domains similar across languages. 

1.A.2 Spontaneous reactions 

The other class of uncontrollable situations are spontaneous reactions. These can be divided into positive 

reactions, like laughing, and negative reactions, like crying. The positive reaction ‘to laugh’ can in 

Russian be expressed with ržat’ to neigh’. In Armenian, the chirr of grasshoppers and the bleat of sheep 

can express laughter (Rakhilina 2010: 324). There are, however, more expressions for the negative 

spontaneous reaction ‘to cry’. This follows a recurring pattern in languages, to have more words for 

negative phenomena than for positive. In Russian, there are several metaphoric expressions with verbs 

of animal sounds for ‘to cry’, depending on the characteristics of the human subject. For example, piščat’ 

‘to peep (of mice)’ describe the crying of infants, while vyt’ ‘howl (of wolf)’ describes the crying of 

adults (Rakhilina & Parina 2017: 16). 

1.B Controllable situations 

1.B.1 Wordless singing 

The non-verbal situations can also be controllable. Two of these classes describe situations of singing. 

The first class, ‘wordless singing’, is humming, singing with one’s mouth closed and with no lyrics 

(Rakhilina & Parina 2017: 17). The English verb humming is an illustrative example, the source of the 

metaphorical expression comes from the insect world (Rakhilina 2010: 327). This is a recurring pattern 

in European languages. For example, the same kind of sound is used in French as well, bourdonner ‘to 

buzz’. In Norwegian, there is a lexicalised verb for ‘wordless singing’, nynne. This verb has a cognate 

in Swedish: nynna.  

1.B.2 Singing without music 

The second class for singing is called ‘singing without music’. This class is connected to musicality, and 

describes bad singing which is off-key and unpleasant for the listener. For example, the English verb 

squeak, and the Armenian verb for the sound a cat makes can describe unpleasant music experiences 

(Rakhilina 2010: 328). 

1.B.3 Muttering 

The last class of non-verbal situations is ‘muttering’, or ‘conversation with oneself’. This is when 

humans speak for themselves, or with no particular recipient of their speech and no intention of 

expressing a message. In these situations, German uses the verb referring to the sound of a bear, 

brummen.  

2.5.2 Verbal situations 

2.A Unintelligible speech 

The class of ‘unintelligible speech’ can be speech produced by infants, in English one can use the verb 

coo (of pigeons). The class also describes speech made by adults, who either speak too fast or too slow, 

which makes it incoherent and hard to follow. A speaker who do not know the language properly and 

make a lot of mistakes also produces ‘unintelligible speech’ (Rakhilina and Parina 2017: 18). This offers 

an interpretation of this class where speech in foreign languages and dialects that are difficult to 

understand can be classified as belonging to this category as well.  Speech by women, which is seen 

with prejudices as meaningless and incoherent, can also be conceptualized as unintelligible speech 

(Rakhilina 2010: 329).  

2.B Verbal reactions 

Verbal inarticulate reactions can be positive or negative, just like the non-verbal uncontrollable 

spontaneous reactions described above. Positive verbal reactions are approving reactions, and quite 

uncommon. In Rakhilina & Parina (2017: 19-20), two examples from Russian are given. There is the 

verb krjaknut’ ‘to quack (of duck)’, which can be used as a reaction of surprise, or acceptance of an 

unforeseen event. The other Russian example is the verb myčat’ ‘to moo (of cow)’, which is used in 

both verbal and non-verbal reactions for expressing contentment, for example when someone is stroked 
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on their back or eat something good. The overlap between the verbal and non-verbal situations is not 

discussed further in Rakhilina & Parina (2017) or in Rakhilina (2010). 

There are more words for the negative verbal reactions. These are disapproving reactions, towards 

speech or other actions, or towards a situation in general. The disapproving reactions can be subdivided 

into weak confrontation or aggressive confrontations. Animal metaphors are commonly used to express 

weak confrontation in several languages, according to the authors. They give example from Russian, 

with the verb fyrkat’ ‘to snort (of horse)’, vereščat’ ‘to churr (of pig)’, and šipet’ ‘to hiss (of snake)’. 

The hissing of snakes is also used in for example English and German, to express weak confrontation. 

In situations of aggressive confrontations, Rakhilina & Parina (2017: 19) states that canine animals, 

mostly dogs but to some extent wolfs, are recurring sources of metaphorical shifts. In Russian, there are 

for example vjakat’ ‘to yap (of dog)’ and ogryzat’sja ‘to snarl (of dog)’ (Rakhilina 2010: 332), which 

both express a verbal confrontational reaction openly addressed to the person, object or activity causing 

the discontentment. Similar metaphorical expressions can be found in English, with the verbs to growl 

and to snarl (Rakhilina & Parina 2017: 19).  

2.C Plural subjects 

Sometimes, the subject of a metaphorically used verb of sound is a class of plural subjects. In these 

cases, the verb does not say anything about what was said. Instead it describes how something was said, 

and through this information we can guess what the content of the message was (Rakhilina & Parina 

2017: 20). Cross-linguistically recurring plural subjects are couples in love who speak with each other, 

for example the Russian verb vorkovat’ ‘to coo’. It can also be the sound of a crowd of people. A group 

of women who speak and laugh is another recurring type of plural subject.  

2.D Semiotically meaningful speech 

The last situation in the classification is ‘semiotically meaningful speech’. This situation describes 

situations where the verbs in their metaphorical use are complex metaphorical expressions, with a 

semantic and cultural basis rather an onomatopoetic one (Rakhilina & Parina 2017: 20). One example 

is the Finnish verb kukkua ‘to cuckoo’, which in metaphorical use means to stay up late in the night 

(Chahine 2017: 8). Here the change is not just in meaning between the source and the target domain, the 

verb also moves from a class of activity verbs, to a class of state verbs. The repetitive action of the bird’s 

cries is lost, instead the verb describes a state of being awake (Rakhilina 2017: 264). This situation is 

difficult to analyse with a typological perspective, as the basis for the metaphors are on cultural ideas. 

These were the situations described in the classification of human situations expressed metaphorically 

by verbs of animal sounds. Below, a few more metaphorical uses of verbs of sound are presented. 

2.6 Other metaphorical uses of verbs of sound 

Above, several situations where verbs of animal sounds can be used metaphorically were shown. In this 

section, a few more situations are presented. The first two situations are situations where verbs of 

sounds, not just animal sounds but any type of sound, are known to be used metaphorically. These are 

‘movement’ and ‘to fill a space’. According to Goldberg, (1995: 62), verbs of sound can express 

movement when the sound is a result from the activity of movement, as in (2) (from Goldberg 1995: 

62). 

2. The train screeched into the station. 

The brakes on the train against the rail tracks create a screeching sound, which is transferred to the 

activity of motion as well. Verbs of animal sounds can also be used to express motion. In German, verbs 

of animal sounds can be used like this if there is an indication of the direction, which is usually expressed 

with prepositions or adverbials, and if the sound denoted does not have the vocal folds as a sound source 

(Balnat 2017: 88). In (3) below, this is illustrated with the verb zischen ‘hiss (of snake)’ (example from 

Balnat 2017: 89). 

3. Über mich weg zischte ein Schrapnell. 

    ‘Above me a piece of shrapnel hissed its way.’ 
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In the description of verbs of sound in English and their extended meanings, Levin (1991), shows that 

verbs of sounds can be used to describe how a sound fills a place, as in (4) below (from Levin 1991: 

214):  

4. The air whistled with bullets. 

Here, the location of where the sound-creating activity takes place is the subject, and the entities which 

emit the sound are introduced with the preposition with (Levin 1991: 214).  

Merle (2017) investigates English verbs of animal sounds and their syntactic functions in which they 

are used metaphorically, in language from novels. Verbs of animal sounds can function as speech verbs, 

introducing utterances directly (5) or indirectly (6) (Merle 2017: 100, 101). 

5. “I’m sorry”, he barked. 

6.  she buzzed that she had him on the line. 

Verbs of animal sounds can be used with prepositional phrases indicating a destination, as in example 

7 below (from Merle 2017: 102).  

7. Who squealed to the cops? 

In the example, the prepositional phrase indicates the receiver of the uttered speech. This can happen 

both in metaphoric and non-metaphoric expressions. This is also an example of the situation 

‘semiotically meaningful speech’, which is described in 2.5.2 above. 

3. Aims and research questions 

The aim of this study is to investigate the metaphorical use of verbs of animal sounds in Swedish in blog 

texts and newspapers. Compared to previous studies of this kind, this study tries to quantify the results 

and aims at presenting the results in a quantified format. 

The research questions the study aims to answer are:  

1. what situations can be expressed metaphorically by Swedish verb of animal sounds? 

2. what different situations can be expressed metaphorically by one and the same Swedish verb of 

animal sound? 

3. how does the classification of human inanimate situations presented by Rakhilina and Parina 

(2017) suit the metaphorical use of Swedish verbs of animal sounds?  

4. Method 

This study has been carried out using the method of combinatorial lexical typology. The idea of the 

method is to look at words in their prototypical contexts, with the help of dictionaries and corpora. The 

words for this study were chosen with the help of dictionaries, and then corpora searches were performed 

to find prototypical situations in form of concordances. They were analysed according to the 

classification of human situations expressed with animal sounds and the research questions. 
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4.1 Data collection 
The data collection was made in two steps. First, the verbs of the study were chosen from dictionaries. 

Definitions and semantic information were collected. Semantic information is for example which animal 

is the prototypical subject. The second step consisted in performing corpora searches on each verb. 

4.1.1 Dictionaries 

The verbs in this study were retrieved from SALDO (Borin, Forsberg & Lönngren 2013). SALDO is an 

electronic descriptive lexicon of the Swedish language, made available from Språkbanken2. Each word 

in the lexicon has lexical-semantic information, and is provided with semantic descriptors. The primary 

semantic descriptor for each word is a hyponym or a synonym to the word, which means that groups of 

similar words can easily be retrieved. For this study, 22 verbs for sound emitted by animate subjects 

were retrieved with the semantic descriptor läte ‘sound’. These verbs are shown in table 1. The word 

entries in SALDO also included the animate subject which prototypically emits the sound. This 

information is also included in table 1.  

Table 1. This table presents 22 verbs from SALDO (Borin et al. 2013), which has the semantic descriptor 

läte ‘sound’. The verbs have animate prototypical subjects and express specific sounds. This table also 

includes the prototypical subject to the verb, also given in SALDO. 

Verb Prototypical 

subject 

Verb Prototypical 

subject 

brumma, 

’to growl’ 

bear kraxa, ’to 

croak’ 

crow 

bräka, ’to 

bleat’ 

sheep kuttra, ’to 

coo’ 

pigeon 

böla, ’to 

bellow’ 

bull kvacka, ’to 

quack’  

duck 

gala ’to 

cuckoo’ 

cuckoo, 

roster 

kvittra, ’to 

chirp’ 

passerine 

gläfsa, ’to 

yap’ 

dog kväka, ’to 

croak’ 

frog 

gnägga, 

’to neigh’ 

horse morra, ’to 

snarl’ 

dog 

grymta, 

’to grunt’ 

pig råma, ’to 

moo’ 

cow 

jama, ’to 

meow’ 

cat skälla, ’to 

bark’ 

dog 

jollra, ’to 

babble’ 

baby snattra ‘to 

quack’ 

duck 

kackla, ’to 

cackle’ 

hen snärpa ‘to 

quack/hiss’ 

duck 

klappra, 

’to clatter’ 

crane spinna, ‘to 

spin’ 

cat 

 

Some changes were made on the list of 22 verbs for the study. The verb jollra ‘to babble’ was removed 

because the subject is not an animal. The verb yla ‘to howl’ with the prototypical subject ‘wolf’ was 

added to the list according to my intuitions as a L1-speaker. Due to the scope of this investigation, not 

all verbs could be analysed. The verbs were ranked by me, based on my intuitions as a L1-speaker, 

according to how common or prone to be used outside of biological discourse they were. The verbs were 

then analysed in this order. In the end 13 verbs had been investigated. 

                                                      
2 Språkbanken, https://spraakbanken.gu.se/resurs/saldo, visited (24-09-2017) 
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Additional information about the verbs, like definitions and information about extended usages, were 

collected from the online dictionary provided by Nationalencyklopedin (National encyclopaedia)3.  

4.1.2 Corpora 

After the verbs for the study had been selected, the second part of the data collection was done. Corpora 

searches were performed through the web interface Korp4, provided by Språkbanken (Borin, Forsberg 

& Roxendal 2012). An overview of the corpora is shown in table 2, and a complete list of corpora and 

number of tokens is given in the appendix. News text is edited before publishing, and therefor includes 

conventional language. The genre of blog text is informal language, which is assumed to be closer to 

spoken language than other written texts. All corpora are part-of-speech tagged. In Korp, the search 

settings were ‘extended search’ and ‘lemgram’, which generates the verbs in all forms present in the 

corpora in a concordance line. 

Table 2. An overview of the corpora used in this study. The total number of tokens for each corpus are 

given in Appendix 1. 

Genre of language Number of corpora Period of 

publishing 

Number of tokens 

spring 2017 

blog text 19 1998 to 2015 596 million 

news text 15 1994 to 2013 272 million 

 

The metaphorical use of verbs constitutes a small part of the total number of hits, compared to their non-

metaphorical use (Reznikova et al. 2012: 425). Therefore, the corpora searches need to generate many 

hits. 

The frequency of the chosen verbs varies greatly in the corpora. Many of the verbs have several hundreds 

of hits, while some verbs have less than 100. For the verbs with a frequency exceeding 800, 800 

concordances lines in total were randomly chosen from all the corpora. Before the analysis could be 

made, I went through the concordance lines manually to remove any doubles, homonyms, or words from 

foreign languages incorrectly tagged as Swedish verbs, which reduced the material. Two more decisions 

reduced the data even further. In the beginning of the work, I was interested in looking at participles and 

similes. However, concordance lines with these phenomena were removed when the analysis began. 

The classification of situations was ill-suited for the properties of participles, which are more alike 

adjectives and noun. The reasons for not investigating similes are described in section 4.3.  

4.2 Analysis 
The first step of analysis was to separate the metaphorical uses from the non-metaphorical uses. As 

mentioned, the definition of metaphorical use in this study is when the word is used outside of its source 

domain and when the subject differs from the prototypical one. The prototypical subject for each verb 

was determined on the basis of information retrieved from SALDO and the online Swedish dictionary 

provided by Nationalencyklopedin. Some adjustments had to be made regarding prototypical animal and 

similar animals with the physical characteristics. For example, the prototypical subject of the verb yla 

‘to howl’ is the wolf, but a dog can also howl without the use being metaphorical. It is still used inside 

the canine animal domain.  

The second step of analysis was to analyse the concordance lines with metaphorical use. The 

parameters set up were:  

                                                      
3 Nationalencyklopedin ordbok, www.ne.se/ordb%C3%B6cker/#/dictionary/ne-ordbok-sv-sv, (visited 24-

09-2017) 

4Språkbanken, https://spraakbanken.gu.se/korp/, (visited 25-09-2017) 
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- subjects 

- situation (with the classification by Rakhilina and Parina (2017) as a starting point, but 

adding new situations as needed) 

- form (special attention to prepositions or adverbials, and whether the verbs take an 

object) 

The situations the verbs were interpreted as describing in the concordance lines were based on the 

classification by Rakhilina and Parina (2017), but new situations were added as needed. When all the 

verbs had been analysed, the results were summarised so that the verbs could be compared with each 

other.  

4.3 Delimitations 
The first delimitation of the study was to choose the verbs to investigate. Some verbs of sound which 

initially seemed suitable were found to be unspecified in terms of subject, instead they describe certain 

sounds independent of species emitting them (Timoc-Bardy 2017: 50). For example, the Swedish verb 

vråla ‘to roar’ is not included, as no subject seemed more prototypical than others. It could be used both 

for big apes and for humans.  

At the stage of analysis, several delimitations were made. Metaphorical use is a scale, rather than a clear-

cut line, and meanings can be more or less metaphorical. As mentioned above, the prototypical subject 

of howl ‘to howl’ is a wolf, but dogs possess the same physiological characteristics as wolves and can 

howl too. Therefore, some room of variation was allowed for uses that are metaphorical and which are 

not. Due to the limited time for the study, the non-metaphorical occurrences were not analysed regarding 

their form. 

Originally, similes were included in the study as they could include metaphors to enhance the effect. 

However, it is difficult to draw a line between similes and comparisons. All concordance lines with 

similes were therefore removed, and the occurrences retrieved from corpora decreased in numbers. 

5. Results 

The structure of the Results is as follows: 

Section 5.1 gives a short presentation of the verbs of the study, the proportion of metaphorical versus 

non-metaphorical uses, and definitions of the verbs collected from a dictionary.  

Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 answer the first research question 1, what situations can be expressed 

metaphorically by Swedish verb of animal sounds? The three sections present non-verbal situations, 

verbal situations, and a few other situations.  

Section 5.5 seeks to answer the second research question, 2, what different meanings can be expressed 

metaphorically by one and the same Swedish verbs of animal sound? Three verbs and their different 

metaphorical uses are summed up.  

The third research question, 3, how does the classification of human inanimate situations presented by 

Rakhilina and Parina (2017) suit the metaphorical use of Swedish verb of animal sounds? is answered 

in the summary of the results, section 5.6. 

As presented in the background and the method, the classification used for the analysis in this study is 

first described by Rakhilina (2010), and later developed by Rakhilina and Parina (2017). For practical 

reasons, it will simply be refered as ‘the classification’ in the Results section.  
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5.1 Overview of the verbs and situations 
Table 3 presents the studied verbs. It shows the prototypical subjects, along with other animals closely 

related to the typical subject which can also emit the sound, given their physiological properties. 

Therefore, when the verb is used with a subject of that kind the use is not categorized as metaphorical. 

Definitions of each verb are retrieved from the dictionary electronically available from 

Nationalencyklopedin and presented for each verb. 

Table 3. Presentation of the studied verbs, their prototypical animal subject and definitions from the 

dictionary. 

Verb Prototypical 
subject 

Definition (from Nationalencyklopedin) 

brumma  
’to growl’ 

 
bear 

To emit a muffled, deep, slow buzzing sound. It is often used for 
bears or machines. In extended meanings for when a human is in 

a bad mood or singing badly. 

bräka  
’to bleat’ 

 
sheep, goat 

To produce extended sounds in short impulses, used for sheep or 
goats. Extended meanings is when a human speaks or sings in a 

broad and extended way, which is unpleasant to listen to. 

böla  
’to bellow’ 

cattle, deer The sound produced by cattle or deer. An extended meaning is 
given: ‘to cry’. 

gläfsa  
’to yap’ 

dog, fox To produce with short and faint barks. It is used for small dogs and 
foxes. 

gnägga  
’to neigh’ 

horse The sound of horses. ‘To laugh’ is given as an extended meaning. 

grymta 
 ’to grunt’ 

pig The primary meaning in the dictionary is the sound emitted by 
pigs. A secondary meaning is when humans emit similar sounds. 

jama  
’to meow’ 

cat The typical sounds of a cat. The expression jama med ‘meow 
along’ means to agree with someone without reflection. 

kackla  
’to cackle’ 

hen, fowl To emit short, monotonous sounds in a continuous sequence. It is 
the sound of fowls, mostly hens but also ducks. One extended 

meaning is given, it can be used for humans in a derogatory way:  
the cackling ladies. 

kraxa 
 ’to caw’ 

crow, other 
corvids 

The emitting of one or several hoarse sounds, produced by 
corvids. Extended meaning for humans, and the idiomatic 

expression olyckskorparna kraxar. 

kuttra  
’to coo’ 

pigeon To emit a soft and clucking sound. In extended use it can be used 
for when people in love speak with each other. 

kvittra  
’to chirp’ 

small bird To produce several light, sharp sounds of various pitch. It is used 
for (small) birds, and in extended use for women or children. 

skälla  
’to bark’ 

 
dog 

To emit a series of loud, short sounds, prototypically produced by 
dogs but foxes and roe deer can also make them. There are two 

extended meanings, ‘to scold’ and to say something 
condescending. 

yla  
’to howl’ 

wolf, dog To emit a shrill extended sound. It is the sound of wolfs or dogs, 
but it can in extended uses be used for humans and things. 

 

Table 4 presents the total number of studied concordance lines, along with the proportion of 

metaphorical use in the data, including and excluding occurrences with unknown use. Unknown use is 

when it was impossible to discern the subject, and thus not possible to decide whether the use was 

metaphorical or not.  As the table illustrates, the proportion of metaphorical use varies greatly between 
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the verbs. The large variation might depend on how conventionalised the metaphorical meaning of a 

verb is. 

Table 4. The studied verbs and the number of concordance lines. The fourth column presents the 

proportion and absolute frequency of metaphorical uses. 

Verb Number of studied 
occurrences (including 
unknown use) 

Number of categorised 
occurrences (excluding 
unknown use) 

Proportion of metaphorical 
use excluding unknown use 
(absolute frequency) 

brumma  
’to growl’ 

539 521 99,4% (518) 

bräka  
’to bleat’ 

251 236 60,2% (142) 

böla  
’to bellow’ 

405 404 99,5% (402) 

gläfsa  
’to yap’ 

150 140 38,6% (54) 

gnägga  
’to neigh’ 

513 501 9,8% (49) 

grymta 
 ’to grunt’ 

692 619 78,2% (501) 

jama  
’to meow’ 

457 429 8,4% (37) 

kackla  
’to cackle’ 

203 190 72,1% (137) 

kraxa 
 ’to caw’ 

479 459 51,4% (241) 

kuttra  
’to coo’ 

86 80 47,5% (38) 

kvittra  
’to chirp’ 

572 558 26,0% (145) 

skälla  
’to bark’ 

610 561 76,5% (429) 

yla  
’to howl’ 

557 492 69,7% (348) 

 

Tables 5 and 6 present the situations in the data. They include situations from the classification, and 

situations I added during analysis: the non-verbal situation ‘making noise’ and the verbal situation 

‘speech verb’. Some of the situations from the original classification are not presented here, as they do 

not occur in the data. These are ‘wordless singing’ and ‘muttering’. The situation ‘plural subject’ is 

difficult to use in analysis, but some results are presented in section 5.4.1. The non-verbal situations are 

presented more thoroughly in section 5.2 below. The verbal situations are presented in section 5.3. 
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Table 5. This table shows the non-verbal situations, and the verbs that can express them. The third 

column shows the proportions between the different verbs within a situation. The fourth column shows 

how common the situation is according to the total number of uses for each verb. 

Non-verbal 
situations (number 
of occurrences in 
the data) 

Verbs  Percentage of the 
metaphorical situation 

Percentage of each 
verb’s metaphorical uses 

physiological sound 
(96) 

kraxa 'to caw' 
grymta ‘to grunt’ 

brumma ‘to growl’ 
bräka ‘to bleat’ 
kuttra ‘to coo’ 

49% 
38% 
6% 
5% 
2% 

20% (47) 
7% (36) 
1% (6) 
4% (5) 
5% (2) 

uncontrollable 
spontaneous 
reaction (507) 

böla 'to bellow' 
grymta 'to grunt' 

yla 'to howl' 
gnägga 'to neigh' 

kraxa 'to caw' 
kvittra 'to chirp' 
gläfsa 'to yap' 

76% 
12% 
6% 
4% 
1% 
1% 
0% 

96% (387) 
1% (63) 
8% (28) 

37% (18) 
3% (7) 
2% (3) 
2% (1) 

singing and music 
(198) 

yla 'to howl' 
kraxa 'to caw' 

kvittra 'to chirp' 
bräka 'to bleat' 

grymta 'to grunt' 
brumma 'to growl' 

skälla 'to bark' 
böla 'to bellow' 
kuttra 'to coo' 

kackla 'to cackle' 

51% 
17% 
11% 
11% 
5% 
4% 
2% 
1% 
1% 
1% 

29% (100) 
14% (33) 
15% (22) 
15% (21) 

2% (9) 
1% (7) 
1% (3) 
0% (1) 
3% (1) 
1% (1) 

making noise (424) brumma 'to growl' 
yla 'to howl' 

grymta 'to grunt' 
gnägga 'to neigh' 
jama 'to meow' 
böla 'to bellow' 
skälla 'to bark' 
gläfsa 'to yap' 
kraxa 'to caw' 

kvittra 'to chirp' 
kackla 'to cackle' 

kuttra 'to coo' 

45% 
20% 
15% 
4% 
4% 
3% 
3% 
2% 
2% 
1% 
1% 
0% 

37% (191) 
24% (83) 
13% (64) 
33% (16) 
41% (15) 
3% (12) 
3% (11) 

19% (10) 
4% (10) 
4% (6) 
3% (4) 
5% (2) 
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Table 6. This table shows the verbal situations, and the verbs that can express them. The third column 

shows the proportions between the different verbs within a situation. The fourth column shows how 

common the situation is according to the total number of uses for each verb. 

Verbal situations 
(number of 
occurrences in the 
data) 

Verbs  Percentage of the 
metaphorical situation 

Percentage of each 
verb’s metaphorical 
uses 

unintelligible speech 
(145) 

grymta 'to grunt' 
bräka 'to bleat' 

brumma 'to growl' 
kvittra 'to chirp' 
gläfsa 'to yap' 
kraxa 'to caw' 

gnägga 'to neigh' 
kackla 'to cackle' 

58% 
26% 
6% 
6% 
3% 
1% 
1% 
1% 

17% (84) 
27% (38) 

2% (8) 
6% (8) 
7% (4) 
0% (1) 
2% (1) 
1% (1) 

verbal reaction 
(189) 

grymta 'to grunt' 
yla 'to howl' 

gläfsa 'to yap' 
brumma 'to growl' 

kraxa 'to caw' 
gnägga 'to neigh' 

72% 
14% 
10% 
2% 
1% 
1% 

27% (137) 
8% (27) 

35% (19) 
1% (3) 
1% (2) 
2% (1) 

speech verb (351) grymta 'to grunt' 
kvittra 'to chirp' 
kraxa 'to caw' 
yla 'to howl' 

brumma 'to growl' 
bräka 'to bleat' 

gnägga 'to neigh' 
gläfsa 'to yap' 
kuttra 'to coo' 

kackla 'to cackle' 
jama 'to meow' 

32% 
26% 
15% 
15% 
4% 
3% 
2% 
2% 
1% 
1% 
0% 

22% (111) 
63% (91) 
22% (51) 
15% (51) 
3% (13) 
7% (10) 
16% (8) 
13% (7) 
8% (3) 
2% (3) 
3% (1) 

semiotically 
meaningful speech 
(677) 

skälla 'to bark' 
kackla 'to cackle' 
bräka 'to bleat' 

yla 'to howl' 
kuttra 'to coo' 

jama 'to meow' 
kvittra 'to chirp' 
kraxa 'to caw' 
gläfsa 'to yap' 

grymta 'to grunt' 
gnägga 'to neigh' 

61% 
18% 
5% 
5% 
3% 
2% 
2% 
1% 
1% 
0% 
0% 

96% (411) 
91% (124) 
26% (37) 
10% (35) 
61% (23) 
35% (13) 
8% (11) 
4% (10) 
17% (9) 
1% (3) 
2% (1) 

 

5.2 Non-verbal situations 
This section presents the non-verbal situations. First the situation ‘physiological sound’ is presented, 

then ‘uncontrollable spontaneous reaction’. The situation ‘music’ is presented together with the situation 
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‘singing’, followed by the situation ‘make noise’. The situation ‘muttering, conversation with oneself’ 

is not presented here, as it did not occur in the data. 

5.2.1 Physiological sound 

Uncontrollable physiological sounds are sounds accompanying bodily processes, and it occurs 96 times 

in the data. The situation is sub-categorised as coughing, snoring or sound from the digestive system. 

Two verbs are used several times to describe these kinds of sounds in the data, as shown in table 7. 

Kraxa ‘to caw’ is mainly used for describing coughing, while grymta ‘to grunt’ means ‘snoring’. Three 

other verbs express physiological sounds, but not to the same extent as kraxa and grymta. These are 

brumma ‘to growl (of bear)’, bräka ‘to bleat’ and kuttra ‘to coo’. Both brumma and bräka mainly denote 

sounds coming from the digestive system. Kuttra ‘to coo’ is used for snoring. 

Table 7. This table presents the occurrences of the situation ‘physiological sound’. The total number of 

occurrences for the situation is 96. 

Verb Proportions 
within 
situation 
(absolute 
frequency)  

Proportion of 
metaphorical 
uses for each 
verb 

Subjects Recurring constructions 
with prepositions or 
adverbials (if any) 

Subtypes 
(if any) 

kraxa 
’to caw’ 

49 % (47) 20% 39 humans, 
7 generic, 
1 object 

kraxa sig fram/igenom ’to 
caw oneself 

forward/through’, 
kraxa upp ’to caw up’, 
kraxa på ’to caw on’ 
(durative meaning) 

to 
cough, 
to clear 
one’s 
throat 

grymta 
’to grunt’ 

38% (36) 7% 31 human, 
3 generic, 

2 unknown 

 to snore 

brumma  
’to grunt’ 

6% (6) 1% 4 humans, 
1 animal, 

1 bodypart 

 sounds 
from the 
digestive 
system 

bräka  
 ’to bleat’ 

5% (5) 4% 4 humans, 1 
generic 

bräka ut ’to bleat out’, 
bräka fram ’to bleat out 

(lit. ‘forward’)’ 

sounds 
from the 
digestive 
system 

kuttra 2% (2) 5% 2 humans  to snore 

 

The most common kind of physiological sound is coughing or clearing one’s throat. The use of kraxa is 

here often connected to sickness. An example is given in (1) below. 

1. Vi snorar och kraxar om vartannat här hemma.  

    ’We have running noses and caw here at home.’ (BLOGGMIX2013) 

The other kind of physiological sound is ‘snoring’. One example is given in (2). The construction with 

grymta and the particle adverbial till ‘to’ results in punctual meaning, illustrated in (3). 

2. (...) så är det skönt att jag vet om han vaknar, gråter eller bara grymtar i sömnen.  

    ‘(…) so it is nice that I know if he wakes up, cries, or just grunts in his sleep.’ 

(BLOGGMIX2014) 
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3. Har för mig att Eric har sagt att jag grymtar till ibland på nätterna?  

    ‘I believe that Eric told me that I grunt (lit. ‘grunt to’) sometimes in the nights?’ 

(BLOGGMIXODAT) 

 

In the data of this study, there are not many occurrences of sounds connected to the digestive system. 

There are, however, some occasional uses of bräka ‘to bleat’ and brumma ‘to growl’, as shown in 

example (4) and (5). There is not enough data for saying anything about whether these meanings are 

recurring. 

 

4. Nu blir jag överlycklig och känner mig som en världsmästare när Lovi lyckas bräka fram en 

”redig” rap mot min axel.  

   ‘Now, I get overjoyed and feel like a world champion when Lovi manages to bleat forward a 

“hearty” burp at my shoulder.’ (BLOGGMIX2009) 

5. Min mage brummar nu, tror att det är en liten protest :) (...) 

    ‘My stomach growls now, I think it’s a small protest :) (…)’ (BLOGGMIX2009) 

Physiological sounds have in common that the metaphoric shift underlying such uses has an 

onomatopoetic basis. A hoarse voice and the shrieks of a caw sound similar, just as snoring can be 

compared to the sound of pigs, bleating can sound like a belch and the special growling of a bear can 

resemble the sound of an empty stomach. 

5.2.2 Uncontrollable spontaneous reaction 

In Rakhilina and Parina’s classification, uncontrollable spontaneous reactions are positive reactions like 

‘to laugh’ and negative reactions like ‘to cry’. In this study, I have added reactions to this situation, for 

example grunting when lifting something heavy. There are 507 occurrences of this situation in the data. 

The positive reaction ‘to laugh’ will be presented first, followed by the negative reaction ‘to cry’. The 

uncontrollable reactions ‘to grunt’ will round off the section on this situation. 

Table 8 below shows that the verb böla ‘to bellow’ frequently denotes ‘to cry’. Grymta ‘to grunt’ and 

yla ‘to howl’ are used several times, respectively for grunts or a desperate crying. Kraxa ‘to caw’ is used 

for laughter, just as a few occurrences of kvittra ‘to chirp’ and gläfsa ‘to yap’ are. 

Table 8. This table presents the occurrences of the situation ‘uncontrollable spontaneous reaction’. The 

total number of occurrences for the situation is 507. 

Verb Proportions 
within 
situation 
(absolute 
frequency) 

Proportion of 
metaphorical 
uses for each 
verb 

Subjects Recurring constructions 
with prepositions or 
adverbials (if any) 

Subtypes (if 
any) 

böla  
’to 
bellow’ 

76% (387) 96% 350 humans, 
29 generic, 
4 unknown, 
2 political 
parties, 

1 country, 
1 city 

böla över/för ’to bellow 
over/for, 

böla ut ’to bellow out’, 
börja böla ’start to 

bellow’ 

to cry, 19 to 
cry out of 
happiness 

grymta 
’to grunt’ 

12% (29) 1% 28 humans, 
1 generic 

grymta till ’to grunt’ 
(punctual) 

14 physical 
labour, 8 

fear/pain, 4 
pleasure, 3 

sick 
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yla  
’to howl’ 

6% (28) 8% 21 humans, 
2 objects, 

3 unknown 

 to cry 

gnägga 
’to neigh’ 

4% (18) 37% 17 humans, 
1 generic 

 to laugh 

kraxa  
’to caw’ 

1% (7) 3% 6 humans, 
1 generic 

kraxa fram ett skratt ’to 
caw out a laugh (lit. 

‘caw forward’)’, 
kraxa åt någon ’to caw 

at someone’ 

to laugh 

kvittra 
’to chirp’ 

1% (3) 2% 2 humans, 
1 object 

 to laugh 

gläfsa  
’to yap’ 

0% (1) 2% 1 humans  to laugh 

 

There is one verb of animal sounds which is repeatedly used with the metaphorical meaning ‘to laugh’. 

The dictionary entry of gnägga ‘to neigh (of horse)’ presents ‘to laugh’ as an extended meaning5. This 

metaphorical use occurs in the data of this study. In (6) below, the construction gnägga åt ‘neigh at’ 

imitates the construction for laughing at an object, expressed with the lexicalised Swedish verb for 

laughter, skratta ‘to laugh’ + åt ‘at’. 

6. (…) din personliga favorit i tidningen som du dagligen kollar in och gnäggar glatt åt (…) 

    ‘(…) your personal favourite in the newspapers which you daily check and neigh happily at 

(…)’ (GP2011) 

A couple of other verbs can also denote ‘to laugh’, however this use is less regular than that of gnägga 

‘to neigh’. 

The verb böla ’bellow (of cattle, deer)’ is often used to denote the negative uncontrollable spontaneous 

reaction ‘to cry’. This meaning is mentioned as an extended meaning in the dictionary6. In the data of 

this study, böla ‘to bellow’ occurs more frequently with the metaphorical meaning ‘to cry’ than denoting 

the animal sound ‘to bellow’. Böla can be used by itself, as in (7), but it also occurs in constructions 

with the prepositions över ‘over’ and för ‘for’, as in (8) and (9). These two prepositions are common 

with the lexicalised verb gråta ‘to cry’ in Swedish. 

7. (...) det jag såg fick mig att böla så att nästan hela tröjan blev våt.  

    ‘(…) what I saw made me bellow so that I soaked almost my whole sweater.’ (GP2006) 

8. En låt som jag alltid bölat över varje gång jag hört den.  

   ‘A song which I always have bellowed to (lit. ‘over’) every time I have heard it.’ 

(BLOGGMIX2010) 

9. Jag kan ju börja böla för det mesta.  

    ‘I can start to bellow for almost anything.’ (BLOGGMIX2007) 

The verb yla ‘howl (of wolf)’ can also mean ‘to cry’, a crying that is more desperate than that expressed 

by böla, as shown in (10) below. 

10. Jag kan inte höra om det är en man eller en kvinna som ylar på Donaustrasse, men ljudet 

hindrar mig från att sova och jag ligger och tänker på gråten i stället, gråten som fenomen (...) 

(GP2004) 

    ‘I cannot hear whether it is a man or a woman who howls on Donaustrasse, but the sound 

                                                      
5 Nationalencyklopedin dictionary, gnägga 

http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/gn%C3%A4gga, retrieved 2017-03-31 

6 Nationalencyklopedin dictionary, böla http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/b%C3%B6la, 

retrieved 2017-03-31 
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prevents me from sleeping and I lay awake thinking about the crying instead, crying as a 

phenomenon (…)’ 

Another type of uncontrollable spontaneous reactions is ‘to grunt’. In Swedish, the verb grymta ‘to 

grunt’ is used with human subjects for this. The sound emitted by pigs is the primary meaning given in 

the dictionary, but the secondary meaning is for humans emitting similar sounds7. In Swedish, humans 

can grymta when performing physical labour, like lifting something heavy, as in (11). 

 

11. (...) dom står bara och grymtar med deras stora vikter (...). 

     ‘(…) they are just standing and grunting with their heavy weights (…)’ (BLOGGMIX2009) 

One can also grymta as a reaction, out of pleasure, pain, or when scared. An example of groaning out of 

pain is given in (12). 

12: En timme senare satt jag och grymtade av skrivkramp (...) 

    ‘An hour later I was sitting and grunted with writer’s cramp (…)’ (BLOGGMIX2012) 

When reacting to pain, humans can also yla ‘to howl (wolf)’. In (13) it is a metonymic expression, where 

the legs are the subject of the verb of sound.  

13. Hade benen kunnat prata hade dom ylat i kör.     

     ‘If the legs had been able to speak they would have howled together.’ (BLOGGMIX2010) 

In the classification, some groans are put in the situation ‘physiological reactions’. During analysis, I 

found it more appropriate to present it together with reactions, as the grunting above is an uncontrollable 

reaction to experiences like pain, rather than sounds depending on physiological phenomena. 

5.2.3 Singing and making music 

In the original classification, ‘singing’ is divided into two situations: ‘wordless singing’ is humming, 

and ‘singing without music’ is singing off-key and sounds unpleasant for the listener. This study also 

investigates but inanimate objects as well as subjects, as well as human subjects. For these concordance 

lines, the situation ‘music’ was added. 

There are 198 occurrences of ‘singing and music’ in the data. 11 of the 13 studied verbs denote singing 

or music at least once. These can be seen in table 9. The sub-type ‘singing without music’ is by far most 

common in the domain of ‘singing’ and ‘music’. There are not many metaphorical uses to express 

‘wordless singing’ or ‘humming’ in the studied data.  This may be because there is already a lexicalised 

verb in Swedish for this phenomenon, nynna. 

Table 9. This table presents the occurrences of the situation ‘singing and making music’. The total number 

of occurrences for the situation is 198. 

Verb Proportions 
within 
situation 
(absolute 
frequency)   

Proportion of 
metaphorical 
uses for each 
verb 

Subjects Recurring constructions 
with prepositions or 
adverbials (if any) 

Subtypes 
(if any) 

yla 51% (100) 29% 88 humans, 
6 objects, 
3 generic, 

3 unknown 

yla med ’howl with’, 
yla ut ’howl out’ 

singing 

kraxa ’to 
caw’ 

17% (33) 14% 33 humans kraxa fram ’to caw 
forward’, 

kraxa om ’to caw about’ 

singing 

                                                      
7 Nationalencyklopedin dictionary, grymta http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/grymta, 

retrieved 2017-03-31 
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kvittra 
’to chirp’ 

11% (22) 15% 15 humans, 
6 objects, 
1 generic 

 singing 

bräka ’to 
bleat’ 

11% (21) 15% 17 humans, 
3 objects, 
1 generic 

bräka på ’to bleat on’ 
(durative), 

bräka ur sig ’to bleat out of 
oneself’ 

singing 

grymta  
’to grunt’ 

5% (9) 2% 9 humans  singing 

brumma 
’to growl’ 

4% (7) 1% 4 humans, 
3 musical 

instruments, 
1 music 

 music 

skälla ’to 
bark’ 

2% (3) 1% 2 unknown, 
1 human 

skälla fram ’to bark 
forward’ 

singing 

böla ’to 
bellow’ 

1% (1) 0% 1 human   

kuttra ’to 
coo’ 

1% (1) 3% 1 human   

kackla ’to 
cackle’ 

1% (1) 1% 1 human   

 

The verb with the highest frequency for ‘singing’ is yla ‘to howl’. An example where the verb takes an 

object is given in (14).  

14. Sonen Erik ringer och ylar Valkyrieritten.  

     ‘The son Erik calls and howls the Ride of the Valkyries.’ (GP2003) 

Kraxa ‘to caw’ also denotes singing, exemplified in (15).  

15. och fixade lite frukost innan vi kraxade fram en liten sång och gav mamma presenter.  

     ‘and made some breakfast before we cawed out (lit. ‘cawed forward’) a little song and gave 

mom presents.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

Seven verbs are occasionally used to denote ‘singing or music’. Kvittra ‘to chirp’ is shown in (16). The 

verb grymta ‘to grunt’ can mean ‘singing without music’, as in (17). Grymta ‘to grunt’ takes an object 

here, with the particle fram. 

16. Hon är en fantastisk artist med en röst som flyger, hon skriker, kvittrar, improviserar, sjunger 

koncentrerat, tyst och varmt.  

    ‘She is an amazing artist with a voice that fly, she screams, chirps, improvises, sings 

concentratedly, quiet and wamly’ (GP2004) 

17. Om man går på en Dylankonsert så sjunger han (vanligen) eller grymtar åtminstone fram sina 

berömda rader (...) 

     ‘If you go to a Dylan-concert he sings (usually) or at least he grunts (lit. ‘grunts forward’) his 

famous lines (…)’ (GP2011) 

Some verbs are used to denote musical sounds rather than the human voice. The verb brumma ‘to growl’ 

illustrates this in (18). 

18. Pukorna dundrar, cellon brummar och klarinetten klickar.  

     ‘The tom-tom drums boom, the cello growls and the clarinet clicks.’ (GP2012) 

The fact that many of the studied verbs have at least some occasional meaning related to ‘singing’ and 

‘music’ might be explained by proximity of the music domain and the domain of animal sounds. Both 

are sound phenomena that many humans have a direct and personal relationship with, and using words 

that already denotes sounds in different ways is an efficient strategy to describe and discuss musical 
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experiences. Using animal metaphors to describe the someone’s singing skills is a comedic way of 

saying that it is bad. 

5.2.4 Making noise 

In this study, I added the situation ‘making noise’. This situation occurs 424 times in the data. For verbs 

of sound, ‘making noise’ may sound redundant, but in many cases the primary meaning of the verb is 

to emit a sound, even when the subject is something else than the prototypical one. The situation is used 

in many cases where non-prototypical animals are the subject. This situation is also used in sentences 

with machines and natural phenomena as subjects. When it describes occurrences with human subjects, 

the use of the verb of animal sound is onomatopoetic, or the human imitated an animal. Many of the 

studied verbs are used like this regularly, as summed up in table 10. These verbs are brumma ’to growl’, 

yla ‘to howl’ and grymta ‘to grunt’. The verbs gnägga ‘to neigh’, jama ‘to meow’, böla ’to bellow’, 

skälla ‘to bark’, gläfsa ‘to yap’ and kraxa ‘to caw’ were also used for this several times, while five other 

verbs occur occasionally. 

Table 10. This table presents the occurrences of the situation ‘making noise’. The total number of 

occurrences for the situation is 424. 

Verb Proportions 
within 
situation 
(absolute 
frequency) 

Proportion of 
metaphorical 
uses for each 
verb 

Subjects Recurring constructions with 
prepositions or adverbials (if any) 

brumma 
’to growl’ 

45% (191) 37% machines, 
humans, 
animals 

brumma till ’to growl to’ (punctual) 

yla 
 ’to howl’ 

20% (83) 24% 28 animals, 
12 natural 

phenomena, 
12 humans, 
22 objects, 
3 generic, 

3 unknown 

 

grymta 
’to grunt’ 

15% (64) 13% 31 humans, 
25 animals, 
4 generic, 
3 objects 

grymta till ’to grunt to’ (punctual) 

gnägga 
’to neigh’ 

4% (16) 33% 13 humans, 
2 animals, 
1 generic 

 

jama ’to 
meow’ 

4% (15) 41% 6 humans, 
4 animals, 
3 objects, 

2 unknown 

 

böla ’to 
bellow’ 

3% (12) 3% 5 humans, 
5 objects, 
1 animal, 

1 god 
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skälla ’to 
bark’ 

3% (11) 3% 5 humans, 
2 animals, 
1 generic, 
1 object, 

1 unknown 

 

gläfsa ’to 
yap’ 

2% (10) 19% 3 animals, 
3 humans, 
3 objects, 

1 place 

 

kraxa ’to 
caw’ 

2% (10) 4% 6 animals, 
3 humans, 

1 object 

kraxa fram ’to caw forward’, 
kraxa till ’to caw to’ (punctual) 

kvittra ’to 
chirp’ 

1% (6) 4% 3 humans, 
2 animals, 
1 object 

 

kackla ’to 
cackle’ 

1% (4) 3% 3 humans, 
1 animal 

 

kuttra ’to 
coo’ 

0% (2) 5% 2 animals  

 

Below are examples with a non-prototypical animal subject in (19), and a human making noise in (20).  

19. (...) där beckasinen bräker och skogssnäppan spelar i ljusa vårnätter (...)  

     ‘(…) where the snipe bird bleats and the sandpiper plays in light spring nights (…)’ (GP1994) 

20. För oss var han en spelevink i omklädningsrummet eller den som lutade sig fram över styret 

och ylade genom Allén på hemväg från träningen.  

     ‘To us he was a trickster in the dressing room or the one who leaned over the steering wheel and 

howled through the avenue on our way home from training.’ (GP2007) 

As previously mentioned, metaphorical meanings are on a scale. Some of the uses in ‘making noise’ are 

perhaps less metaphorical than uses in other situations, but they are still not literal. A verb of an animal 

sound can still be used in the animal domain, but the animal is not the prototypical subject. In (19,) the 

bird has different physiological properties from a sheep, but the sound is auditory similar. It is not a non-

metaphoric meaning, but it is less metaphoric than if a human would bleat 

This was the last section on the non-verbal situations. The next section describes the verbal situations. 

5.3 Verbal situations 
This section of the results presents the verbal situations. Some changes have been made to the 

classification by Rakhilina and Parina (2017). The section attempts to present the situations in an order 

building on the previous section, with the situations increasing in verbal, controllable and 

communicative content. The first situation is ‘unintelligible speech’, where the focus in on the speech 

being different from a ‘language standard’, rather than the content the verbal act conveys. The second 

situation, ‘verbal reaction’, conveys the speaker’s reaction, approving or disapproving, towards 

something, but no more information is conveyed. The third situation, which I have added, is ‘speech 

verb’. Here, the verb conveys a linguistic message and introduces an utterance. The last part in this 

section presents the results for the situation ‘semiotically meaningful speech’, where the verb can, but 

does not have to, convey other things than speech.  

5.3.1 Unintelligible speech 

There are 145 occurrences of ‘unintelligible speech’ in the data. Speech can be perceived as 

unintelligible for various reasons. The speaker might be a baby or a small child. Baby’s speech differs 
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from adult’s speech. It is generally somewhere between spontaneous reactions and sounds adults 

interpret as attempts at speech with the intention of expressing something. Especially in blog texts, 

where parents write about their young children, the sounds the children make are interpreted as 

intentional and communicative. Another subtype of ‘unintelligible speech’ is speech in a foreign accent 

or language which may be hard to understand. This makes the label ‘unintelligible’ depend on the 

perspective of the listener and their experience of the speech. The results show that two verbs are mainly 

used for the situation ‘unintelligible speech’, grymta and bräka. Table 11 shows the study’s verb with 

this metaphorical meaning.  

Table 11. This table presents the occurrences of the situation ‘unintelligible speech’. The total number of 

occurrences for the situation is 145. 

Verb Proportions 
within 
situation 
(absolute 
frequency)   

Proportion of 
metaphorical 
uses for each 
verb 

Subjects Recurring 
constructions with 
prepositions or 
adverbials (if any) 

Subtypes (if 
any) 

grymta 
’to grunt’ 

58% (84) 17% 79 humans, 
2 unknown, 
1 generic, 

1 monster, 
1 object 

grymta till ’to grunt 
to’ (punctual), 

grymta tillbaka ’to 
grunt back’ 

young speaker, 
inarticulate 

adult speakers 

bräka ’to 
bleat’ 

26% (38) 27% 30 humans, 
5 generic, 

3 unknown 

adverbial phrases 
modifying what 
language/accent 

young speaker, 
foreign 

language/accent 

brumma 
’to growl’ 

6% (8) 2% 7 humans, 
1 object 

  

kvittra 
’to chirp’ 

6% (8) 6% 6 humans, 
1 generic, 
1 object 

  

gläfsa  
’to yap’ 

3% (4) 7% 4 humans   

kraxa  
’to caw’ 

1% (1) 0% 1 human kraxa mot ’to caw 
against’ 

 

kackla ’to 
cackle’ 

1% (1) 2% 1 human   

gnägga 
’to neigh’ 

1% (1) 1% 1 human   

 

Grymta ‘to grunt’ can both be used to describe the unintelligible speech produced by babies, as in (21), 

and by adults as in (22). 

21. Nu ligger Jonah på mage på golvet och börjar grymta, så jag ska ta upp han, typ NU.  

     ‘Jonah lays on his stomach on the floor now and starts to grunt, so I will pick him up, like 

NOW.’ (BLOGGMIX2008) 

22. Då mannen endast grymtade till svar beslöt sig kommissarien för att gripa mannen.  

     ‘As the man simply grunted in answer, the commissioner decided to arrest the man.’ (GP2003) 

Grymta also occurs with the situation ‘spontaneous reaction’ (section 5.2.2), but an important difference 

between the situations is the controllable/uncontrollable parameter. In (22) above, the wording endast 

grymtade till svar ‘simply grunted in answer’ gives clues that the grunting is intentional and part of a 

verbal exchange. The immediate context and constructions contain information about the meaning of 

the verb. 
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The verb bräka ‘to bleat’ can denote a baby’s unintelligible speech, as in (23). The verb can also express 

speech in another accent or foreign language, as shown in (24) and (25).  

23. (…) Clara bräkte ur sig nåt annat konstigt ljud så chefen undra vad det var för monsterbebis?!  

     ‘(…) Clara bleated out (lit. ‘out of oneself’) a weird sound so the boss had to wonder about that 

monster baby?!’ (BLOGGMIX2013) 

24. En av dessa bräker på en mjuk och lättfattlig skånska.  

     ‘One of them bleats with a soft and easily understood Scanian accent.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

25. Amerikanerna bräker bortifrån hörnet, provar skoterkängor och overaller.  

     ‘The Americans bleat in the corner, trying on boots and overalls.’ (GP2D) 

As mentioned by Rakhilina (2010), the use of animal metaphors can be vulgar. Using animal sounds to 

say that someone’s speech is different is derogatory, even though it can be combined with some less 

negative adjectives (as the use of ‘soft’ in (24) above). The basis for these metaphors are onomatopoetic, 

and neither grymta nor bräka are verbs that describe nice sounds. Culturally, neither pigs nor sheep are 

animals you want to be compared to. 

5.3.2 Verbal reaction 

The situation ‘verbal reaction’ is speech with the primary function to react to and express a position 

towards an act or object. There are 189 occurrences in the data. The situation can be divided into two 

sub-types, approving reactions and disapproving reactions. Table 12 below presents the verbs of the 

study which can denote this. The verb grymta ‘to grunt’ is by far most common in this situation, and can 

be used for both approving and disapproving reactions. The verbs yla ‘to howl’ and gläfsa ‘to yap’ are 

less frequent but still recur. Yla ‘to howl’ denotes strong disapproval, often somewhat desperate, while 

gläfsa ‘to yap’ is weak disapproval. The disapproving meaning is more common than the approving. 

Table 12. This table presents the occurrences of the situation ‘verbal reaction’. The total number of 

occurrences for the situation is 189. 

Verb Proportions 
within 
situation 
(absolute 
frequency)   

Proportion of 
metaphorical 
uses for each 
verb 

Subjects Recurring 
constructions with 
prepositions or 
adverbials (if any) 

Subtypes (if 
any) 

grymta 
’to grunt’ 

72% (137) 27% 89 humans, 
40 generic, 
3 objects, 

2 organisations, 
2 countries, 

1 animal 

adverbials make the 
reaction positive, 

otherwise it is 
understood as 

negative  

disapproving 
reaction, 

approving 
reaction 

yla ’to 
howl’ 

14% (27) 8% 21 humans, 
3 unknown, 

3 objects 

 scream, 
disapproving 

reaction 

gläfsa ’to 
yap’ 

10% (19) 35% 9 humans, 
5 organisations, 

3 generic, 1 
object 

gläfsa emot ’to yap 
against’ 

disapproving 
reaction 

brumma 
’to growl’ 

2% (3) 1% 2 humans, 
1 organisation 

2 occurrences have 
a positive adverbial, 
which makes them 

positive verbal 
reaction 

approving 
reaction, 

disapproving 
reaction 

kraxa  1% (2) 1% 2 humans   
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’to caw’ 

gnägga 
’to neigh’ 

1% (1) 2% 1 human   

 

Grymta ‘to grunt’ denotes disapproving reaction, but it can be an approving reaction when combined 

with adverbials. The two opposing meanings are illustrated in (26) and (27). 

26. Arkitekten grymtade men accepterade tyst.  

    ‘The architect grunted but accepted quietly.’ (BLOGGMIX2009) 

27. Robban grymtar instämmande. 

     ’Robban grunts in agreement.’ (GP2002) 

In (27) above, the participle instämmande ‘agreeing’ makes the grunting an approving reaction. (28) and 

(29) show the same pattern with the verb yla ‘to howl’. When the verb is used alone, it denotes a negative 

reaction as shown in (26). But the verb can be modified by a preposition phrase, as in (29), and then it 

denotes a positive reaction. 

28. Så fort det går emot hemmalaget (...) så ylar och skriker folk.  

     ‘The moment things go wrong for the home team (…) people howl and scream.’ (GP2002) 

29. (...) med en så väldefinierad (om än liten) målgrupp att en förläggare skulle yla av hänförelse.  

   . ’(…) with such a well-defined (but small) target audience that a published would howl with 

enthusiasm.’ (GP2003) 

The verb gläfsa ’to yap’ also expresses disapproving reaction, as shown in (30). It is not used to express 

approving reactions in the data. 

30. (...) så kan man ju vara säker på att Mona, Maria, Peter och Lasse unisont kommer att börja att 

gläfsa och gnälla på det mesta.  

    (…) so one can be sure that Mona, Maria, Peter and Lasse in unison will begin to yap and 

complain about most things.’ (BLOGGMIX2009) 

It was expected that the negative reactions are more frequent than the positive reactions, as this is a 

recurring pattern in languages. Using animal metaphors to express that someone disagrees might be a 

way to belittle the person and their disapproval. With maybe an exception for grymta ‘to grunt’, the 

writer is not objective and the choice of using animal metaphor openly shows the writer’s opinion. 

5.3.3 Speech verb 

I added the situation ‘speech verbs’ to the classification. It differs from the previous situations as it 

describes articulate speech, and introduces an utterance or the message of an utterance. There are 351 

occurrences of the situation, and many of the studied verbs can express it. As table 13 below shows, the 

are: grymta ‘to grunt’, kvittra ‘to chirp’, kraxa ‘to caw’ and yla ‘to howl’. The verbs brumma ‘to growl’, 

bräka ‘to bleat’, gnägga ‘to neigh’ and gläfsa ‘to yap’ are used a couple of times. 

Table 13. This table presents the occurrences of the situation ‘speech verb’. The total number of 

occurrences for the situation is 351. 

Verb Proportions 
within 
situation 
(absolute 
frequency) 

Proportion of 
metaphorical 
uses for each 
verb 

Subjects Recurring constructions with 
prepositions or adverbials (if 
any) 

grymta 
’to grunt’ 

32% (111) 22% 77 humans, 
19 generic, 
2 unknown, 

1 dog, 1 object, 
1 organisation 
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kvittra ’to 
chirp’ 

26% (91) 63% 72 humans, 
5 generic, 

5 objects, 1 place 

 

kraxa ’to 
caw’ 

15% (53) 22% 49 humans, 
2 generic, 

2 unknown 

kraxa fram ’to caw forward’, 
kraxa ur sig ’to caw out of 

oneself’, 
kraxa om ‘to caw about’ 

yla ’to 
howl’ 

15% (51) 15% 46 humans, 
3 generic, 

1 unknown 

yla om ‘to howl about’ 

brumma 
’to growl’ 

4% (13) 3% 12 humans, 
1 computer 

 

bräka   
’to bleat’ 

3% (10) 7% 10 humans  

gnägga 
’to neigh’ 

2% (8) 16% 6 humans, 
2 generic 

gnägga fram ’to neigh forward’, 
gnägga om ’to neigh about’ 

gläfsa 
’to yap’ 

2% (7) 13% 6 humans, 
1 generic 

gläfsa om ’to yap about’ 

kuttra ’to 
coo’ 

1% (3) 8% 3 humans, 
3 unknown 

 

kackla ’to 
cackle’ 

1% (3) 2% 2 humans, 
1 generic, 

1 unknown 

 

jama ’to 
meow’ 

0% (1) 3% 1 generic jama om ’to meow about’ 

 

‘Speech verb’ introduces an utterance, which can be either direct (31) or indirect (32).  

31. - Du, kraxar hon, kan vi ta det här via mejl i stället?  

    ’- Hey, she caws, could we do this per email instead?’ (GP2007) 

32. klockan slår tio och kökscheferna grymtar om att det nog är dags att hugga tag i disken.  

     ‘it’s ten o’clock and the chefs grunt about that it is probably time to start with the dishing.’ 

(GP2008) 

Semantically, ‘speech verb’ describes the manner of deliverance. It can be closely connected with the 

non-verbal situation ‘physiological sound’. In (31) above, the verb kraxa ‘to caw’ suggests a 

combination with ‘physiological sound’. The speaker is presumably sick, and want to take the discussion 

in another media where the “cawing” voice can rest. In example 33, it is combined with ‘semiotically 

meaningful speech’. 

33. ”Give me 5 minutes” ylade jag.  

            ‘”Give me 5 minutes” I howled.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

The boundary between ‘semiotically meaningful speech’ and ‘speech verb’ is not always clear-cut. The 

meaning of the verb of sound should be far removed from the non-metaphoric meaning when it describes 

‘semiotically meaningful speech’. The basis for the metaphorical use should be cultural rather than 

onomatopoetic. This is not the case for the verbs used as ‘speech verb’. In (33) above, yla ‘to howl’ 

introduces an utterance, but also tells us that wailing sound of a wolf’s howl insinuates that the speaker 

is desperate. Therefore, this metaphorical use is at least partly onomatopoetic. Culturally, the sound of 

a wolf would perhaps be intimidating, rather than asking for more time. 

Yla ‘to howl’ can also express complaining, as in (34), and loudly stating “incorrect” opinions, in (35) 

(this latter meaning is also described in section 5.3.4). The onomatopoetic aspect of the wailing sound 

wolves make is present here as well, and shows that the meaning is still not free from the non-metaphoric 

meaning of the verb. 
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34. Innan de börjar yla om den kränkande omorganisationen eller flytten till ett förnedrande 

kontorslandskap är jag därifrån.  

    ’I leave before they start to howl about the offensive reorganisation or the relocation to a 

degrading office space.’ (GP2012) 

35. Att yla om Global Uppvärmning – ofta med hjälp av direkt falska argument – (...)  

     ’To howl about Global Warming – often with the help of completely false arguments.’ 

(BLOGGMIX2011) 

As mentioned, a ‘speech verb’ tells us something about the deliverance of a linguistic message. It can 

also tell us something about the speaker. When the verb kvittra ‘to chirp’ introduces an utterance, it 

means that the speaker is happy, as in (36) below. 

36. Finns en viss risk att jag påverkas och börjar kvittra om hur underbart livet är.  

     ‘There is a slight chance that I get affected and start to chirp about how wonderful life is.’ 

(BLOGGMIX2008) 

Culturally, singing birds conveys positive feelings. A human making chirp-like sounds is probably 

happy and the meaning is not so far removed as in ‘semiotically meaningful speech’. Here, it is more 

difficult to discern whether there is a purely cultural basis for this metaphor or not. If a human tells 

something with the prosody of a chirping bird, it would sound as if the human were happy. On the other 

hand, connecting chirping birds with sun and happiness is a cultural experience, even though it probably 

occurs in many cultures and societies. 

5.3.4 Semiotically meaningful speech 

There are 677 occurrences of the situation ‘semiotically meaningful speech’, which describes metaphors 

that are made on a cultural basis rather than an onomatopoetic one. As all the verbs in this study have a 

prototypic subject closely connected to the verb, there can be cultural ideas about the animal which are 

present when only the sound of the animal is referenced. As the table 14 below shows, eleven of the 13 

verbs are used for this situation. About eight of the verbs are used like this repeatedly. The verbs are 

skälla ’to bark’, kackla ’to caw’, bräka ‘to bleat’, yla ‘to howl’ and kuttra ‘to coo’. Jama ‘to meow’, 

kvittra ‘to chirp’, kraxa ‘to caw’ and gläfsa ‘to yap’ are also used a couple of times. 

Table 14. This table presents the occurrences of the situation ‘semiotically meaningful speech’. The total 

number of occurrences for the situation is 677. 

Verb Proportions 
within 
situation 
(absolute 
frequency) 

Proportion of 
metaphorical 
uses for each 
verb 

Subjects Recurring 
constructions with 
prepositions or 
adverbials (if any) 

Subtypes (if any) 

skälla ‘to 
bark’ 

61% (411) 96% 362 humans, 
35 generic, 
7 objects, 

6 unknown 

skälla på ’to bark 
on’, 

skälla ut ’to bark 
out’, 

skälla på varandra 
’to bark on 
eachother’ 

400 scold, 10 
called names or 

insulted 

kackla ’to 
cackle’ 

18% (124) 91% 107 humans, 
15 generic, 
1 animal, 
1 object 

kackla om ’to 
cackle about’, 

kackla ur sig ’to 
cackle out of 

oneself’, 
kackla på ’to 

cackle on’ 
(durative), 

confused/chaotic 
speech, women 
speech, 8 fixed 

incorrect 
phrases: kackla i 

eget bo, 4 
gossiping, 1 fight 
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kackla med ’to 
cackle with’ 

bräka ’to 
bleat’ 

5% (37) 26% 29 humans, 
7 generic, 

1 city 

bräka om ’to bleat 
about’, 

bräka ur sig ’to 
bleat out of 

oneself’ 

saying 
something dumb 

yla ’to 
howl’ 

5% (35) 10% 39 humans, 
4 generic, 
2 objects 

yla om ’to howl 
about’ 

20 complain, 11 
loudly state 

one's opinion, 4 
celebrate 

kuttra ’to 
coo’ 

3% (23) 61% 21 humans, 
6 couples of 

humans, 
2 generic, 
2 objects 

 11 being 
kind/flattering, 7 
loving couple, 4 

reaction for 
something cute, 

1 "mysa" 

jama ’to 
meow’ 

2% (13) 35% 7 humans, 
4 generic, 
2 objects 

jama med ’to 
meow with, 

jama om ’to meow 
about’ 

10 agree without 
thought, 3 
complain 

kvittra 
’to chirp’ 

2% (11) 8% 9 generic, 
2 humans 

 twitter, social 
media platform 

kraxa ’to 
caw’ 

1% (10) 4% 8 humans, 
1 generic, 
1 object 

kraxa om ’to caw 
about’ 

speaking about 
something with a 
negative attitude 

gläfsa ’to 
yap’ 

1% (9) 17% 4 
organisations, 

3 humans, 
1 generic, 
1 object 

gläfsa om ’to yap 
about’, 

gläfsa ur sig ’to 
yap out of oneself’ 

5 stating (stupid) 
belief loudly, 2 
annoy, 2 angry 

grymta 
’to grunt’ 

0% (3) 1% 2 humans, 
1 unknown 

 2 unruly 
behaviour, 1 to 

be lazy 

gnägga 
’to neigh’ 

0% (1) 2% 1 human   

 

The verb skälla ‘to bark’ denotes ‘scold’. It is often combined with prepositions or particles, as the act 

of scolding needs an object, the one being scolded. The preposition verb skälla på, shown in (37), is 

very common.  

37. Sen kom deras föräldrar hit och skällde på oss.  

    ‘Then their parents came and scolded us (lit. ‘barked on us’).’ (GP2003) 

Skälla with the meaning ‘to scold’ is lexicalised, in that there is no common synonym to express scolding 

in Swedish.  

The metaphorical use of the verb kackla ‘to cackle (of hen)’ denotes verbal interactions that seem to be 

without a goal or about trivial subjects, as (38) illustrates. This corresponds to the cultural idea of hens, 

that they are confused and not very bright. (Kackla is further discussed under 5.4.2). 
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38. För de ska visst vara lika virriga och kacklar ganska mycket utan att komma fram till något 

vettigt.  

     ’Because they are apparently just as confused and cackles quite a lot without reaching any 

sensible conclusions.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

Bräka ‘to bleat’ was mentioned earlier, in the section 5.3.1. Then, it described the manner of the 

utterance. The verb can also describe the semantics of an utterance, as in (39). In these cases, the verb 

means saying something non-informed, or something not thought-through. (The verb bräka is further 

described in section 5.5.2) 

39. (…) har man bristande kunskap i ämnet så kan man med fördel gå till biblioteket och läsa på 

istället för att sitta och bräka ur sig ” sanningar ” man hjärntvättats att tro på.  

    ‘(…) if you have lack of knowledge in the subject you should go to the library and read up 

instead of sitting and bleating out (lit. ‘bleat out of oneself’) “truths” which you have been 

brainwashed to believe in.’ (BLOGGMIX2012) 

Yla ‘to howl’ can mean to loudly state your opinion, which lacks reason or valid arguments. This 

meaning is biased by the person uttering it, and seems to be more common in blogs written by people 

with far-right beliefs than in other parts if the studied data. A non-offensive example is given in (40). 

40. (...) till alla dom som ylar om att NASA Giss skulle mygla med temperaturerna.  

     (…) to all of those who howl about that NASA Giss would cheat with the temperatures. 

(BLOGGMIX2010) 

Kuttra ’to coo’ can denote ‘being (too) kind’, or ‘to flatter’, as in (41). (See the description of kuttra ‘to 

coo’ in 5.4.2).  

41. Genom att på detta sätt kuttra med diktaturstater legitimerar hovet dess regimer. 

    ‘When the royal court coo like this with dictatorships they give the regimes legitimacy. ’ 

(BLOGGMIX2010) 

The verb jama ‘to meow’ is rarely used metaphorically in the data of the study, but when it is, it is 

mostly in a metaphorical phrase. The construction jama med ‘meow along’ is mentioned as an extended 

meaning of the verb in the dictionary, and means to agree with someone without reflection8. See (42) 

below. 

42. Alla som inte okritiskt jamar med pekas väl ut som ”kommunister”  

      ‘Everyone who does not meow along (lit. ‘meow with’) are probably called ”communists” ’ 

(BLOGGMIX2014) 

In the studied data, there several verbs which are used in recurring idiomatic phrases. Many of these are 

verbs of bird sound, like kackla ‘to cackle’, kraxa ‘to caw’, and kvittra ‘to chirp’. One example is given 

in 43 below, and further discussed in section 5.5.3. 

43. Olyckskorparna kraxar om rånrisk (…) 

     ‘The crows of bad luck caw of risk of robberies’ (GP2001) 

‘Semiotically meaningful speech’ was the last of the verbal situations. The difficulty in deciding whether 

the basis of a metaphorical use is cultural or not is discussed in section 6.2 Result discussion. 

5.4 Four more situations 
This section presents more situations found in the data. The first situation is ‘plural subject’. This 

situation is included in the original classification, but was not used during the analysis. The second 

situation presented here is ‘voice quality’, which is a subtype of the situation found in the original 

classification. The two next situations presented here are ‘movement’ and ‘places and soundscapes’. 

                                                      
8 Nationalencyklopedin dictionary, jama, http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/jama, retrieved 

2017-03-31 
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Neither of these situations appears in the classification, but they are known metaphorical uses of verbs 

of sound. 

This section does not present the results in tables. The situation ‘plural subject’ was not actually included 

during analysis as mentioned. The two situations ‘voice quality’ and ‘movement’ were only used with 

one verb each. ‘Places and soundscapes’ was so rare that there was not much data to quantify. 

5.4.1 Plural subject 

In the classification, ‘plural subject’ is a situation of its own. It consists of subjects like a couple, a crowd 

of people or two persons fighting. A special kind of ‘plural subject’ is women in groups. This section 

exemplifies couples, women in groups, and a group of people in form of an audience.  

The verb kuttra ‘to coo’, can be used to describe intimate conversation and cuddling, as described in 

Rakhilina and Parina (2017). The subject is a plural subject. An example is given (44).  

44. (...) och filmens kärlekspar (...) kuttrar i Slottsskogen.  

     ‘(…) and the film’s lovers (…) coo in Slottskogen. (GP2002) 

The metaphorical use of the verb kackla ‘to cackle (of hen)’ is related to the many stereotypes of 

women’s speech. The verb denotes verbal interactions which are seemed to be without a meaningful 

goal or important topics, and gossiping. It is not unusual that is has some aspect of referring to a hysteric 

or confused subject, as in (38) which was previously showed above in section 5.3.4. But it also seems 

to be used by female subject themselves, and then the is more about catching up with friends and 

speaking about whatever comes to mind, as in (45). These examples suggest that the user of the language 

can affect the metaphorical meaning of the verb.   

38. För de ska visst vara lika virriga och kacklar ganska mycket utan att komma fram till något 

vettigt. 

      ’Because they are apparently just as confused and cackles quite a lot without reaching any 

sensible conclusions.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

45. I kväll kacklade jag med vännen FEM i trekvart i telefonen.  

      ’Last night my friend FIVE and I cackled over the phone for 45 minutes.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

Another kind of ‘plural subject’ is crowds of people. Often in this data, a crowd of people is an audience 

to concerts and other events. Below in example 46, the verb yla denotes the reaction of an audience.  

46. Och så ansluter Tolstoy då, och publiken ylar förväntansfullt igen.  

      ‘And then Tolstoy joins in, and the audience howls with excitement again.’ (GP2002) 

This example also illustrates the difficulty in using ‘plural subject’ as a situation of its own, at least here 

where the data is natural language made in a specific context. In (46) yla is used for an audience and the 

inarticulate screaming they can make. Yla can have the same meaning, of screaming without having a 

linguistic message, when it is in used with a singular subject. That the verb can be used for both plural 

and singular subjects might suggest that it is semantically unspecified for number. It is, however, still 

interesting to keep in mind how a verb can be combined with both plural or singular subjects. 

5.4.2 Voice quality 

In the original classification, a hoarse or raucous voice is in the situation ‘physiological sound’. It is 

different from other physiological sounds, like ‘to snore’, in that the voice quality always accompany 

activities with the voice, as singing or speaking. Snoring, on the other hand, is not necessarily present 

when you sleep. One verb in the study was used for ‘voice quality’, kraxa ‘to caw’.  It describes a hoarse 

or raucous voice. The voice can have this quality due to several reasons, for example like a sick throat 

(47) or hoarse from drinking (48). 

 

47. Nu låter han förkyld och kraxar i luren.  

    ‘It sounds like he has a cold now and caws in the phone.’ (GP2005) 
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48. Idag låter det som om jag fått i mig en och annan whiskey för rösten är inte alls vad den borde 

och jag kraxar fram orden.  

    ‘It sounds like I have had a few too many glasses of whiskey today because my voice is not as it 

should be and I caw out (lit. ‘caw forward’) the words.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

As a hoarse voice is closely connected to sickness, it is not always clear in the data whether an 

occurrence of kraxa denotes coughing or to clear one’s throat, or the voice that is hoarse. In (47), it is 

not completely clear whether kraxa denotes a hoarse voice due to sickness, or if the subject coughs. 

5.4.3 Movement 

‘Movement’ can be expressed by verbs of animal sounds. In this data, there is only one verb which had 

this metaphorical meaning. This is the verb brumma ‘to growl (of bear)’. I decided to present this 

situation here, even though it only occurs in one of the study’s verb due to two reasons. The first one is 

that ‘movement’ is a known and recurring metaphorical meaning of verbs of sound, outside of the animal 

domain. The second reason is that ‘movement’ is by far the most common type of metaphorical use of 

the verb brumma. 

Brumma ‘to growl’ denotes ‘movement’ of vehicles. The verb can be combined with prepositions or 

adverbials, to express direction or simply movement, like dit ‘there’, hit ‘here/hither’, till ‘to’, iväg 

‘away’, vidare ‘onwards’. (49) and (50) below are instances where the verb brumma is used as a particle 

verb. The bases for these metaphors are onomatopoetic, the engines make a sound which resembles the 

low growling of a bear. 

49. Vinden susar i håret, en och annan bil brummar förbi.  

    ’The wind swooshes through the hair, a few cars growls by.’ (GP2001) 

50. När alla var redo brummade vi vidare mot Farsta Strand (...). 

    ‘When everyone was ready we growled on to Farsta Strand.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

Human subjects can also be used when brumma means ‘movement’, as shown in (51). The vehicles can 

be implicit in the sentence, but not always, which is shown in (52). There is a metonymic relation 

between the human, which is in a car and a part of it, and the car itself.  

51. Nu ska jag brumma iväg till stan.  

    ’Now, I will growl away to the city.’ (BLOGGMIX2010) 

52. Nu brummar vi iväg med bilen; skönt att kunna gå upp lite senare och ta bilen till skolan.  

    ‘Now, we growl away with the car; it is nice to be able to sleep a bit longer and take the car to 

school.’ (BLOGGMIX2009) 

The verb brumma has an own section, in 5.5.1.  

5.4.4 Places and soundscapes 

As Levin (1991) mentions, sounds can fill spaces and be used to describe a space rather than a specific 

emitter. In this study’s data, it is not very common, and does not occur with every verb. Still, there are 

cases where places or spaces are described with verbs of animal sound in metaphorical uses. The verbs 

of the study can also be used metaphorically to describe the soundscape or a setting. 

In examples (53) and (54), the verbs kvittra ‘to chirp’ and yla ‘to howl’ are used in passive form to 

describe the sounds in a place, describing the setting in some way. Due to the limited information in the 

first example, it is not possible to discern whether it is a metaphorical use or not. In (54) it might be a 

metaphoric example, describing an unruly and unpleasant house. But it is possible that there are dogs in 

the house, which would make the meaning non-metaphoric. 

53. Här kvittras det. 

    ’It is chirping here (lit. ’here it chirps.).’  (BLOGGMIX2011) 

54. Som vanligt ylas det i huset.  

    ‘As usual, there is howling in the house (lit. ‘it howls in the house.’).’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 
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Sounds can also be in the background, without a clear sound source, as in (55). It can also be a known 

subject, but still describe the setting rather than the activity of emitting noise, as in example (56). In 

(56), there is a metonymic relationship between the cars on the highway, which are the actual emitters 

of the sound, and the highway, which is the place where the sound emitting happens. 

55. Det surrar hela tiden, en låg ton som ligger och brummar i botten på samtalet.  

    ‘There is a constant buzz, a low note that growls in the background of the conversation. 

(GP2005) 

56. Men motorvägen brummar dovt i bakgrunden (...) 

    ‘But the highway growls faintly in the background.’ (GP2006) 

This is as mentioned not a very common situation, but it still recurs in several different verbs. As it is a 

known use of verbs of sounds outside of the animal domain, it is expected that it would be seen in this 

data. 

This ends the presentation of the situations used in the analysis, and the sections related to the first 

research question: what situations can be expressed metaphorically by Swedish verb of animal sounds? 

The set of situations differs somewhat from the classification by Rakhilina and Parina (2017). One 

important reason is that the subjects in this data are not only humans, but other animals, inanimate 

objects, unspecified generic subject. There were also a few places and natural phenomena. 

5.5 Case studies of three verbs 
This section seeks to answer the research question: 2, what different situations can be expressed 

metaphorically by one and the same Swedish verb of animal sound? Three verbs are chosen for this, 

brumma ‘to growl’, bräka ‘to bleat’ and kraxa ‘to caw’. The verbs are presented alphabetically.  

5.5.1 Brumma ‘to growl (of bear)’ 

The primary meaning of brumma ‘to growl’ is to emit a muffled, deep, slow buzzing sound. It is often 

used for bears or machines9, as in (57) below. In extended meanings with a human subject, it means that 

the human is in a bad mood or singing badly, according to the dictionary. 

57. Björnen började vråla och brumma och rassla runt i buskagen för att sedan sakta gå i väg.  

    The bear started to roar and growl and rustle about in the bushes and then it slowly went away. 

(GP2010) 

In the data of the study, the sound of engines and machines is the most common meaning. Many subjects 

are machines, often vehicles like cars, air planes or boats. In (58), the sound of a petrol truck is denoted. 

58. Det är tolv grader i luften och en stor tankbil brummar högljutt.  

    It is twelve degrees and a large petrol truck growls loudly. (GP2009) 

As mentioned in 5.4.3, brumma often denotes ‘movement’. (49) and (51) are shown here again. 

49. Vinden susar i håret, en och annan bil brummar förbi.  

    The wind swooshes the hair, a few cars growl by. (GP2001) 

51. Nu ska jag brumma iväg till stan.  

    Now, I will growl away to the city. (BLOGGMIX2010) 

The meaning of movement is not only used for vehicles, some animals can also brumma when they 

move. A recurring animal subject in the study’s data are bumble bees. In (59), the verb is combined with 

the preposition mellan ‘between’. 

                                                      
9 Nationalencyklopedin dictionary, brumma, http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/brumma, 

retrieved 2017-04-18 
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59. I vägrenen brummade humlorna mellan blomklasarna.  

    The bumblebees growled between the clusters of flowers in the shoulder of the road. (GP2001) 

Brumma can with machines as subjects also mean that the machine is on and functioning. This meaning 

is not so different from when the verb expresses movement, in both cases the sound is a result of the 

expected activity of the machines. In (60), brumma means that the moped functions, and in example 

(61) that they are still turned on.  

60. [mopeden] var lite nyvaken och knarrig i ungefär 30 sekunder, sen vaknade livsandarna och 

hon brummade så fint och piggt att det var som om hon aldrig varit avställd.  

    [the moped] was newly awakened and creaky for about 30 seconds, but then she woke up and 

growled as nice and lively as if she never had been put away. (BLOGGMIX2010) 

61. En del har så bråttom att de inte ens hoppar av moppen, utan klarar av sina inköp medan 

motorn brummar.  

    Some people are in such a hurry that they don’t even leave the moped, but they make their 

shopping while the motor growls. (GP2009) 

When the verb brumma is combined with the adjective igång, the construction means ’to start’. Igång 

can be translated to ‘going’. This is a particle verb. Brumma igång can both be transitive and intransitive. 

The machines in (62) and (63) are both noisy, but brumma igång can also be used for machines which 

do not necessarily make a lot of noise when operating properly, as in (64). 

62. Men i går skedde det som ingen vågat hoppas: pumparna brummade igång igen.  

   ’ But yesterday, the thing that no one had dared hoping for happened: the pumps started to work 

again. (lit. ‘growled on’)’. (BLOGGMIX2009) 

63. (…) hon brummar igång espressomaskinen och plockar fram morotskakan.  

   ’ (…) she starts the espresso machine (lit. ‘growls the espresso machine on’) and takes out the 

carrot cake.’ (GP2013) 

64. Tv:n brummade igång.  

    ‘The TV started. (lit. ‘growled on’).’ (GP2012) 

Sounds can fill spaces, and brumma is used with places as subjects. In (56), which was given above in 

section 5.4.4. and is repeated below, a motor way brummar. It is a metonymic relation between the 

cars on the motor way, the place itself.  

56. Men motorvägen brummar dovt i bakgrunden (...) 

    ‘But the highway growls faintly in the background.’ (GP2006) 

In conclusion, the usage of brumma is closely connected to machines, but expresses more than just the 

sound the of machines. Machines emit sounds when they are turned on and functioning properly, and 

thus the sound of a machine can also be used to express that the machine does what it should, whether 

it is a car on a road or pumps starting to work again. Humans can be subjects of brumma as well, with 

the meaning that they use the machines. 

5.5.2 Bräka ‘to bleat (of sheep)’ 

In the dictionary, bräka is defined as producing extended sounds, in short impulses10. It is the sound of 

sheep or goats. An example from the data of the study is given below in (65).  

65. Och kalvarna gnyr och lammen bräker runt huset.  

    ‘And the calves whine and the lambs bleat around the house.’ (BLOGGMIX2013) 

One extended meaning is given in the dictionary: when a human speaks or sings in a broad and extended 

way, which is unpleasant to listen to. The extended meaning is thus onomatopoetic. In the data of the 

study, the different meanings can be divided into two groups, one where the manner of how a sound is 

                                                      
10 Nationalencyklopedin dictionary, bräka, http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/br%C3%A4ka, 

retrieved 2017-04-18 
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made and perceived and the other is the semantics of the sound. The first group corresponds to the 

situations ‘singing’ and ‘unintelligible speech’. (23) is repeated here, and shows ‘unintelligible speech’. 

(17) is also showed already, and it exemplifies ‘singing’. 

23. (…) Clara bräkte ur sig nåt annat konstigt ljud så chefen undra vad det var för monsterbebis?!  

     ‘(…) Clara bleated out (lit. ‘out of oneself’) a weird sound so the boss had to wonder about that 

monster baby?!’ (BLOGGMIX2013) 

17. Jag vill aldrig mer se Dylan stå bakom ett litet piano och plinka och bräka sitt låtmaterial åt 

fanders  

    ’ I never want to see Dylan stand behind a small piano and play and bleat his songs to hell.’ 

(GP2005) 

The second group correspond to ‘semiotically meaningful speech’. It is presented in 5.3.4 above, and 

(39) is repeated below. Here bräka means that the utterance is ill-informed, not thought through, or even 

inappropriate.  

39. (…) har man bristande kunskap i ämnet så kan man med fördel gå till biblioteket och läsa på 

istället för att sitta och bräka ur sig ” sanningar ” man hjärntvättats att tro på.  

    ‘(…) if you lack knowledge in the subject you should go to the library and read up instead of 

sitting and bleating out “truths” which you have been brainwashed to believe in.’ 

(BLOGGMIX2012) 

In some occasional uses, as in (66), it can mean ‘to boast’, which is closely connected to saying 

something inappropriate. 

66. Nu måste jag bara sluta tjuvlyssna och störa mig på kostympersonerna här bredvid som bräker 

om hur otroligt framgångsrika de är (…) 

    ‘Now I really have to stop eavesdropping and stop being bothered by the costume persons beside 

me who bleat about how incredible successful they are (…)’ (BLOGGMIX2012) 

In the data, there are two constructions of bräka which are particle verbs. These are bräka fram and 

bräka ur sig, the latter is also a reflexive verb. Bräka fram ‘to bleat out’ belongs to the first group of 

meanings, the manner of how a sound is produced and how it is perceived. The meaning of bräka ur sig 

‘to bleat out of oneself’ is more connected to the second group of meanings, how the utterance that the 

subject ’bleats out’ is not thought through and even inappropriate. Going back to (23) above, the use of 

bräka ur sig not only express the manner of the unintelligible sound the baby made, but also that it was 

a bit inappropriate, especially in the setting with a boss. Bräka ur sig looks suspiciously much like the 

preposition verb vräka ur sig, which means to say something stupid, especially if you are angry.  

5.5.3 Kraxa ‘to caw (of crow)’ 

Kraxa describes the emitting of one or several hoarse sounds by birds in the crow family11, as 

exemplified in (67). One extended meaning mentioned in the dictionary with human subjects. One 

idiomatic expression is also given, with the subject olyckskorpar ‘crows of bad luck’. 

67. Kråkorna kraxar.  

    ‘The crows caw.’ (BLOGGMIX2010) 

Among the verbs in the study, kraxa is the most popular one for ‘physiological sound’. As shown above, 

the hoarse voice that kraxa denotes can depend on several factors, like sickness (1) or drinking (48).  

1. Vi snorar och kraxar om vartannat här hemma.  

    ’We have running noses and caw here at home.’ (BLOGGMIX2013) 

 

 

                                                      
11 Nationalencyklopedin dictionary, kraxa, http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/kraxa, retrieved 

2017-04-19 
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48. Idag låter det som om jag fått i mig en och annan whiskey för rösten är inte alls vad den borde 

och jag kraxar fram orden.  

    ‘It sounds like I have had a few too many glasses of whiskey today because my voice is not as it 

should be and I caw out (lit. ‘caw forward’) the words.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

Singing is also a common metaphorical meaning of kraxa. When it is used for ‘singing’, the meaning 

does not only mean that the singing is musically bad, but also that the voice of the singer is unpleasant. 

The physiological meaning is thus present when the verb means singing as well, as in (68) and (15). 

68. (…) [det] låter bedrövligt när Rod Stewart kraxar sig igenom As time goes by (…) 

    ‘(…) [it] sounds horrible when Rod Stewart caws his way through As time goes by (…)’ 

(GP2005) 

15. och fixade lite frukost innan vi kraxade fram en liten sång och gav mamma presenter.  

    ‘and made some breakfast before we cawed out (lit. ‘caw forward’) a little song and gave mom 

presents.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

Kraxa can also denote the ‘uncontrollable spontaneous reaction’ laughter, as shown in (69). In these 

cases, it combines with the prepositions åt ‘at’, a construction which resembles non-metaphoric skratta 

åt ‘laugh at’. Kraxa can also introduce an utterance, as in (31) previously shown in section 5.3.3. 

 69. De som kraxade åt galenpannemässan och den där yviga killen de första åren har slutat 

skratta.  

   ‘Those who cawed at the crazy fair and that wild guy during the first years have stopped 

laughing.’ (GP2012) 

31. - Du, kraxar hon, kan vi ta det här via mejl i stället? (exempel från tidigare?) 

    ‘- Hey, she caws, could we take this in e-mail instead?’ (GP2007) 

Kraxa ‘to caw’ is also used in metaphors with a cultural basis. Crows mean death and evil in 

mythology12. The idiomatic expression with the subject olyckskorpar ‘crows of bad luck’ means that the 

subject is pessimistic, and it is illustrated in (70) below. The pessimistic meaning can be present even in 

metaphorical use with other subjects than the olyckskorpar, as illustrated in (71). Often, when the verb 

express this pessimistic attitude, it is combined with the preposition om ‘about’.  

70. Olyckskorparna kraxar om rånrisk (…) 

    ‘The crows of bad luck caw of risk of robberies’ (GP2001) 

71. Många kraxar om att det blir svårt för henne att fylla [hans] skor.  

    ‘Many caws that it will be difficult for her to fill [his] shoes.’ (GP2009) 

To sum up, kraxa has often aspects of expressing physiological sounds, even though it express other 

meanings as well. For example, when the verb was used to express singing by a professional singer, as 

in example 68 above, information about the manner of the singer’s voice was also given. Kraxa can also 

be used with cultural references, as in the idiomatic expression and the subject ‘crows of bad luck’. This 

is present in the idiom, and the construction kraxa om even when the crow as subject is not used. 

5.6 Summary of the results 

5.6.1 Research question one - situations which can be expressed by 

metaphorical use of Swedish verbs of animal sound 

The first research question is: what situations can be expressed metaphorically by Swedish verb of 

animal sounds? The situations that can be expressed be Swedish verbs of animal sounds chosen for this 

study are shown in figure 2 below. The figure is an adaption of the figure presented in the background, 

                                                      
12 Nationalencyklopedin encyklopedia, korp. 

http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/enkel/korp#myter-om-korpen retrieved 2017-05-02 
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with the classification presented by Rakhilina and Parina (2017). Additions are made with new situations 

found in this study. This figure is a way to visualise and summarise the study’s results, and does not 

propose changes to the classification.  

Human sounds can be expressed metaphorically by animal sounds in non-verbal situations. These can 

be uncontrollable, like physiological sounds that accompany bodily processes. ‘To snore’ and ‘to cough’ 

/ ‘to clear one’s throat’ belong to this situation as well. One could argue that they are reactions, especially 

‘to cough’, but for this study I decided to keep them in ‘physiological sounds’. Another type of 

uncontrollable situation is ‘spontaneous reaction’. This can be divided into positive, like ‘to laugh’, and 

negative like ‘to cry’. Böla ‘to bellow’ and yla ‘to howl’ denotes crying. Gnägga ‘to neigh’ denotes 

laughter. ‘To groan’, when lifting something heavy for example, is ‘spontaneous reaction’ as well. Here, 

the verb grymta ‘to grunt’ is used. Controllable non-verbal situations are ‘singing without music’ and 

‘make noise’. Ten of the study’s 13 verbs are used to express ‘singing without music’. This is bad 

singing, which sounds unpleasant for the listener. Some of the verbs with highest frequency in this group 

are yla ‘to howl’, kraxa ‘to caw’, kvittra ‘to chirp’, and bräka ‘to bleat’. Eleven of the verbs are used to 

express ‘make noise’. The most common verbs for this are brumma ‘to growl’, yla ‘to howl’, and grymta 

‘to grunt’. 

 

Figure 2. The figure presents the situations and the verbs that can express them. Only verbs that denote 

a situation more than ten times or more are included in this figure.  

Verbal sounds are also expressed metaphorically with verbs of animal sounds in Swedish. The first 

situation is ’unintelligible speech’. It is important to note that here it includes both speech by adult 

speakers, and ‘speech’ by baby speakers. Adult ‘unintelligible speech’ is in this data mainly when the 

speaker speaks with an accent or in a foreign language. It can also be when the speaker speaks too fast 

or unclear. ‘Unintelligible speech’ by babies is not always speech, instead it might be more or less 

controlled sounds which are interpreted as attempts at speech by the adults around the young speaker. 

grymta ‘to grunt’ and bräka ‘to bleat’ are used to express ‘unintelligible speech’. The next verbal 

situation is ‘verbal reaction’. It is the speaker’s reaction an event or utterance. It can be divided into 

approving or disapproving reactions. The most common verbs here are brumma ‘to growl’¸ yla ‘to howl’ 

and gläfsa ‘to yap’. The next verbal situation is ‘speech verb’. This is a verb which describes articulate 

speech and can a direct or indirect utterance. The most common verbs here are grymta ‘to grunt’, kvittra 

‘to chirp’, kraxa ‘to caw’, and yla ‘to howl’. The last situation for verbal situations is ‘semiotically 

meaningful speech’. It describes metaphors which are on a cultural basis instead of an onomatopoetic. 
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Many of the verbs occur here, but maybe the most important one is skälla, ‘to scold’. In Swedish, this 

metaphor is the most common way to express ‘to scold’ and is lexicalised.  

One situation which falls somewhere in between verbal and non-verbal situations, or maybe floats above 

that distinction, is ‘voice quality’. The verb kraxa ‘to caw’ is the only verb in the study with this 

metaphorical meaning. There are also some situations which are not only for human subjects. One 

situation is already mentioned, ‘make noise’. Both animals and in-animate objects such as machines 

emit sounds which are expressed by animal metaphors. For example, cars growl (of bear) and certain 

kinds of birds bleat. Musical instruments like guitars can howl. Verbs of sound are also used 

metaphorically to express movement. The verb brumma was the only one used with this meaning, and 

this meaning was a substantial amount of the verb’s metaphorical meaning. Another meaning a few of 

the verbs expressed is places and soundscapes. This is not very common, but across the all the verbs it 

is still recurring enough to have it as a situation. 

5.6.2 Research question two - the different metaphorical meanings one 

verb of animal sound can express 

The second research question is: what different situations can be expressed metaphorically by one and 

the same Swedish verb of animal sound? To investigate the range of metaphorical meanings of one verb, 

three verbs were chosen for closer study. These verbs were brumma ’to growl’, bräka ’to bleat’, and 

kraxa ’to caw’.  

Most of the occurrences of brumma ‘to growl’ express one of the following situations: ‘movement’, 

‘making noise’, and ‘place and soundscape’. It is also used a couple of times for ‘speech verb’, 

‘unintelligible speech’, ‘verbal reaction’, ‘singing and music’ and ‘physiological sound’. The non-

metaphorical low grumbling noise of a bear implies that the metaphorical uses describe somewhat low, 

buzzing and perhaps monotonous sounds. 

The verb bräka ‘to bleat’ is primarily used for two kinds of verbal situations. It can mean ‘unintelligible 

speech’ and ’singing without music’ Here, the basis for the metaphorical use is onomatopoetic and the 

verb denotes sounds that are unpleasant to listen to. Bräka also has occurrences of the situation 

‘semiotically meaningful speech’. In these cases, it means that someone is saying something stupid or 

not thought through. All these situations are vocal, related to the usage of the human voice. The bleating 

of a sheep is perhaps not so far from the sound of a human voice.  

The third verb, kraxa ‘to caw’, is often used with the metaphorical meaning ‘voice quality’. It is also 

used for ‘to cough’, and ’singing without music’. It is repeatedly used as ‘semiotically meaningful 

speech’, and then it refers an idiom based on the cultural idea of crows as bringers of bad luck or bad 

news. The sound of crows is somewhat staccato-like and hoarse. 

Figure 3 is a semantic map of the metaphorical uses of the three verbs. It shows that all the verbs can 

express ‘making noise’ and ‘semiotically meaningful speech’. Brumma can be used for the biggest 

number of situations, but what is not seen in the figure is the that the largest proportion express 

‘movement’ and the other situations are rarer. Bräka expresses vocal situations. Kraxa describes 

situations where the voice is used too, but also ‘physiological sounds’ and ‘spontaneous reaction’, which 

are non-vocal. 
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Figure 3. Semantic map describing the three verbs and the situations they can denote in metaphorical 

use. 

5.6.3 Research question three – how the classification suited Swedish 

data 

The third research question is: how does the classification of human inanimate situations presented by 

Rakhilina and Parina (2017) suit the metaphorical use of Swedish verbs of animal sounds? During the 

analysis, three kinds of changes were made to the classification. Sub-types of the situations have been 

moved to other situations in the classification, some situations have been removed, and some situations 

have been added. Examples of each kind of change will be presented. 

The sub-type ‘voice quality’ was removed from the situation ‘physiological sound’. It is not a verbal 

situation, but it affects the voice and is therefore present in the verbal situations, or any situation where 

the voice is used. Therefore, it does not belong to either the verbal or the non-verbal situations. Another 

sub-type of ‘physiological sound’ is ‘to groan’. This sub-type was moved to ‘spontaneous reaction’. Just 

as ‘to laugh’, it is a reaction to an activity. ‘To snore’ and ‘to cough’ are however still in ‘physiological 

sound’. They are directly connected to breathing and the state of the speaker’s throat. One could argue 

that they are not accompanying bodily processes, but for this study I decided to let them stay in the 

proposed situation. 

A couple of the situations described in the classification did not occur in the data, and followingly are 

not presented in figure 2 above. ‘Conversation with oneself’ and ‘wordless singing’ were not expressed 

with metaphorical uses of verbs with animal sounds in Swedish. There are two lexicalised verbs for 

these situations, mumla for the first situation and nynna for the latter.  

As mentioned previously, situations were also added. The non-verbal situation ‘making noise’ occurred 

with both human and inanimate subjects. The verbal situation ‘speech verb’ was very frequent in the 

data. ‘Movement’ was very common with one verb, and ‘places and soundscape’ did not occur very 

many times but it did occur with several verbs. 
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Method discussion 
The verbs of the study were investigated through their prototypical contexts. The prototypical contexts 

were collected from corpora and dictionaries, according to the method of combinatorial lexical typology. 

The contexts showed which situations the verbs could be used with metaphorical meaning. The contexts 

came from natural language, which means that some of the concordance lines were difficult to classify 

as a single situation. Classifying the semantics of an utterance with access only to the immediate context 

is difficult. If there had been more time, the analysis stage of the study could have included discussion 

of some of the concordance lines, either with other linguistics or native speakers of Swedish. The 

discussion would then have been used for continuing classifying other occurrences.  

The study’s main tool for analysis was the classification by Rakhilina (2010) and Rakhilina and Parina 

(2017). It was used with some difficulty, as a few of the situations did not describe mutually exclusive 

situations. As mentioned, voice quality was in the situation ‘physiological sound’ and another situation 

than ‘singing without music’.  Voice quality both can be and often is present in situations where the 

voice is used. This caused difficulties during the analysis, as a usage of a verb both denoted the voice 

quality of the speaker and a specific kind of vocal situation. 

The classification as a typological tool needs to be a bit blunt, so that it can be used on different data. 

At the same time, this hides some important nuances and meanings that occurred in my data. The 

situations in the classification are put on this data, and while some language specific meanings are lost 

it also makes cross-linguistic patterns visible and comparable. 

One aim of the study was to present the results in a quantified way. This proved to be difficult. One 

difficulty was that there was no mention on numbers in the background literature, there were no 

measurement or any numbers at all, which could give me clues of how to decide whether metaphorical 

use is conventional or occasional. Naturally, there is not one measurement which could describe this, 

but to be able to make relevant cross-linguistic comparisons, it is interesting to know how common the 

metaphorical uses are. For this study, I decided on including the verbs which had ten occurrences or 

more. If the number of metaphorical uses were less than this, the verb is still included in the table for 

each situation, but they were not exemplified and not shown in the final summary, in figure 2.  

6.2 Results discussion 
This section begins with discussing some of the situations that was added, and a distinction which could 

complement the original classification. Then, the basis of the metaphors and their evaluative meanings 

are discussed. The section is ended with suggestions for further research on the subject. 

The results showed that a few new situations were needed to classify a substantial part of the data. A 

new distinction, vocal and non-vocal, compared to verbal and non-verbal, was also found to be useful 

to describe some of the situations. In this discussion, the added situation ‘speech verb’ will be discussed, 

then the vocal / non-vocal distinction, which leads to a discussion of the added situation ‘make noise’ 

The situation ’speech verb’ was frequently used, but it did not occur in the original classification. 

Rakhilina (2017: 264) states that it is because this meaning was very rare in the Russian corpora. 

However, the meaning did occur in a German corpus (Balnat: 2017: 89). It is difficult to explain the 

cross-linguistic differences, and any differences in number of lexicalised speech verbs might not 

necessarily be a reason. The presence of many speech verbs might not stop a speaker from using a verb 

of animal sound metaphorically, as the metaphorical use denotes more than just making an utterance. 

This is further discussed below in this section. 

The situation ‘making noise’ was also added. It can seem somewhat vacuous to have that situation, 

among situations that all describe noise or sound somehow. But in this data, there were concordance 
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lines where the first meaning of the verb simply was the making of noise. Animals, objects and humans 

make noise apart from the ones specified in the classification. However, after a while of using this name 

for the situation, I realised that these situations could be classified further. There is a distinction between 

situations of emitting a sound, and situations where the sound is an effect of something else. For humans 

and animals, this distinction can be vocal versus non-vocal situations.  

The distinction of vocal situations, which are sounds made with the vocal apparatus, and non-vocal, 

which are sound made with other sound sources, is another way of dividing the situations in the 

classification, apart from the verbal and non-verbal distinction. This is useful when explaining how the 

situation ‘voice quality’ differs from ‘physiological sound’, and shows how ‘voice quality’ might be 

closer to verbal situations, but still not belonging to those situations. 

As mentioned above, in the discussion of ‘speech verb’, the metaphorical uses are more than just an 

onomatopoetic way of expressing how it sounded when a person uttered something. The situation 

‘semiotically meaningful speech’ is for cultural metaphors, but just as metaphorical uses can be placed 

on a scale, one could imagine a scale for the basis of the metaphors, from pure onomatopoetic to depend 

only on cultural connotations. It is difficult to remove the cultural connotations of an animal when using 

a verb closely connected to it, and thus the speech verbs transmit more than just a description of how it 

sounded when a subject uttered something.  

Example (33) was presented in section 5.3.3 on ‘speech verbs’, and it is shown again below. The verb 

yla ‘to howl’ introduces a direct utterance. If the metaphor is interpreted with an onomatopoetic basis, 

one could argue that if a human would make wolf-like sounds, it would be a wailing sound from a 

desperate human. But the cultural connotations and image of a wolf howling at the moon is also present, 

and it is difficult to decide how much they influence the interpretation of the metaphorical expression. 

The cultural connotations here might be the reason why the wolf, instead of any other animal that makes 

a wailing sound, was chosen. Also, the fact that there is a designated verb for the specific type of sound 

with wolfs as the prototypical subjects is already giving a clue that this sound might have some 

importance in the culture.  

33. ”Give me 5 minutes” ylade jag. 

    ‘ “Give me 5 minutes” I howled.’ (BLOGGMIX2011) 

In the background, two kinds of bases for metaphors were given. Grady (2010) presents metaphors made 

on basis of shared perceptual features, like golden hair, and metaphors made on shared qualities, like 

referring to someone as a lion. If one tries to classify these two metaphors as I have done with the verbs 

of sound in this study, the latter one would be ‘semiotically meaningful speech’, as we can assume that 

the person does not resemble a lion visually. With the example with the golden hair, however, it becomes 

clear that there is something more than just perceptual features being expressed. There are many things 

in the world which have a similar colour to gold, and which could be used to describe someone’s hair. 

When the noble metal gold is chosen, it is not just on simply perceptual (onomatopoetic for verbs of 

sound) basis, but the speaker is also using the cultural references the source of the metaphor can express. 

The different metaphorical uses in this study can also vary in whether they are a ‘neutral’ way of 

expressing something, or if the metaphorical use is an evaluative act. In the cases where the verb skälla 

‘to bark’ denotes ‘to scold’, the usage is neutral. It is the most conventional way of expressing ‘to scold’ 

in Swedish, and using something else would possibly be more marked regarding the speaker’s 

judgement. But the usage of yla above is clearly an evaluative usage. This is true for most of the studied 

occurrences, there are lexicalised synonyms to express many of the situations in the classification, and 

the metaphorical use of verbs of animal sounds therefor does something more than just describing a 

certain situation. Here, the cultural connotations probably play a role, where the reference to an animal 

can bring more nuances, than simply to say ‘to cry’ or ‘to scream’, for example.  

To sum up the discussion above, the oppositions onomatopoetic – cultural and neutral – judgment, can 

just as the metaphorical use be described as scales, where different metaphorical uses can be placed. A 

metaphorical use can have a more or less onomatopoetic basis, and be more or less evaluative.  

Further studies could continue issues started above in this discussion. This study had a semasiological 

perspective, but to further investigate this field, one could approach the field from an onomasiological 
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starting point. With the help of questionnaires and interviews with native speakers, one could investigate 

to what extent the verbs of animal sound can be used on an onomatopoetic or cultural basis. Interviews 

with native speakers could also shine light on how neutral or evaluative the metaphorical uses are. 

Another point for research could be to continue to investigate research question 2, and look at the 

different metaphorical meanings one and the same verb of animal sound can express. If there are 

recurring patterns in the range of meanings different verbs can have, one could deduce parameters which 

control the verbs metaphorical usage and perhaps even make a language specific classification based on 

those, rather on the goal of the metaphorical shifts.  

7. Conclusion 

The aim of the study was to investigate the metaphorical use of a few verbs of animal sounds in Swedish. 

13 Swedish verbs of animal sounds were chosen for the study. All the verbs denote a specific sound and 

have a prototypical animal subject. The 13 verbs were: brumma ‘to growl’, bräka ‘to bleat’, böla ‘to 

bellow’, gläfsa ‘to yap’, gnägga ‘to neigh’, grymta ‘to grunt’, jama ‘to meow’, kackla ‘to cackle’, kraxa 

‘to caw’, kuttra ‘to coo’, kvittra ‘to chirp’, skälla ‘to bark’ and yla ‘to howl’. The data was collected 

from Swedish corpora of blog and news text, and dictionaries. The prototypical contexts of the verbs 

were analysed according to subject, situation they denoted and whether the verb was in a construction 

with a preposition or adverb. Below, each research question is given and answered.  

Research question 1: what situations can be expressed metaphorically by Swedish verb of animal 

sounds?  

The answer to the first question is a description of the metaphorical uses that Swedish verbs from the 

domain of animal sounds can express. In figure 2, a summary of the description, with both verbs and 

situations, is given. Below, just the situations are listed. 

The non-verbal situations that were used are: 

 physiological sound 

 spontaneous reaction 

 singing without music 

 making noise 

The verbal situations were: 

 unintelligible speech 

 verbal reaction 

 speech verb 

 semiotically meaningful speech 

Four more metaphorical situations were also found in the data, these were: 

 voice quality 

 music 

 places and soundscapes 

 movement 

Research question 2, what different situations can be expressed metaphorically by one and the same 

Swedish verb of animal sound? 
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Three verbs were chosen as data for this question. The verbs were brumma ‘to growl’, bräka ‘to bleat’ 

and kraxa ‘to caw’. The verbs vary in how many and which situations they can express.  

The three verbs have different ranges in what metaphorical uses they can have. The first verb mostly 

denotes situations other than speech, such as the noise of machines and ’movement’. The second verb 

denotes vocal situations, both verbal and non-verbal. The last verb has a variety of situations it can 

denote, mostly vocal situations but also non-vocal situations. 

Research question 3, how does the classification of human inanimate situations presented by Rakhilina 

and Parina (2017) suit the metaphorical use of Swedish verbs of animal sounds?  

Three kinds of changes were made to the classification. Sub-types of the situations were moved, 

situations were removed, and situations were added. One reason for the changes are that in this data, 

other subjects than humans occurred. Another explanation is that there are lexicalised verbs for some of 

the situations described in the original classification. One distinction that was found useful for the 

Swedish data is vocal and non-vocal. 

Vocal / non-vocal was not the only distinction found to be interesting. Two other distinction were also 

found. The basis for the metaphorical shift, onomatopoetic or cultural, and the speaker’s value when 

using a metaphorical expression, neutral or evaluative, can also be considered when investigating the 

occurrences. Just as metaphor itself is on a scale, these two are also scalar, and an occurrence does not 

have to be just one of the two.  

Further studies on the subject could continue the work started in this thesis. With questionnaire and 

interviews with native speakers, judgements on the value of the metaphorical expressions could be 

collected. It could also provide insight in how accepted the metaphorical uses described in the study are 

among native speakers. Another possibility is to continue the case studies of which situations that can 

be expressed by one and the same verb, to see whether there are patterns that can explain why some 

verbs can express one situations but not another.  
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Appendix 

Tables of the corpora and their sizes. 

Corpora – blogs Number of tokens (in April 2017) 

Bloggmix 1998 30 939 

Bloggmix 1999 604 019 

Bloggmix 2000 188 779 

Bloggmix 2001 326 659 

Bloggmix 2002 242 723 

Bloggmix 2003 271 877 

Bloggmix 2004 638 967 

Bloggmix 2005 4 800 032 

Bloggmix 2006 8 106 551 

Bloggmix 2007 19 096 258 

Bloggmix 2008 43 703 790 

Bloggmix 2009 75 113 677 

Bloggmix 2010 97 435 693 

Bloggmix 2011 100 591 617 

Bloggmix 2012 80 041 223 

Bloggmix 2013 62 098 899 

Bloggmix 2014 40 133 589 

Bloggmix 2015 27 824 479 

Bloggmix okänt datum 35 028 559 

 

 

Corpora – news texts Number of tokens (in February 2017) 

GP 1994 21 331 715 

GP 2001 17 411 332 

GP 2002 21 064 282 

GP 2003 19 064 063 

GP 2004 22 350 225 

GP 2005 23 153 863 

GP 2006 22 469 453 

GP 2007 18 604 742 

GP 2008 16 902 614 

GP 2009 17 355 048 
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GP 2010 17 211 065 

GP 2011 19 938 391 

GP 2012 17 162 039 

GP 2013 16 872 043 

GP – Två dagar 1 033 747 
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